Acting Out
THE NATURE OF DISOBEDIENCE

SIANA FITZJOHN

Dear reader,
These pages hold a scatter of memories. My own, and those

I have forgotten about you, dear reader, countless times

of environmental activists I love and admire. Environmental.

throughout this book. Forgive me. I have been caught in

Activists. Both words make little sense to me now, but they

desperate cogs of cognition. In frantic, angry, scathing,

once did.

arrogant, indulgent, grief-ridden, frightened bids to say what I

This took me some time to write. In that time, things changed.
As they do. One thing that changed is how I feel about words’

think we need to change in this world, and why I think we
should care to change it.

ability to capture our feelings, our world, and all those we

Please, ignore everything I say. It’s not me you should be

share it with. Words too easily turn to thought, and thoughts

listening to.

too easily turn us from ourselves, from each other.
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Oil Free Sea
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OIL FREE SEA

Emily put down her phone and took a deep breath.

Wellington. Niamh and the others were already there. We
trudged back and forth unloading our gear, my body heavy,

“Things have changed. Are you ready for this?”

thoughts sluggish. Finally, we crumpled onto beds for a
couple of hours’ unsettled sleep.

We listened in silence, my stomach starting a slow, sickly
churn. It was 11pm. We’d left Auckland six hours ago.

The alarm rang at 5am. Fuck. Off. This couldn’t be

Wellington was still another two hours’ drive. How could the

happening. I lay for a minute. If I held time still in my mind

ship be leaving a day early? There was no way we could pull

maybe I could suspend it, postpone the day. No luck. Niamh

this off. I turned to Emily in the back seat,

and I bundled out of bed and began sorting through our
gear. There was no time. Nowhere near enough time. We

“So you’re sure? We’re going for it tomorrow in broad

had to rendezvous with the rest of the team. We crammed

daylight?”

into the motel room in central Wellington at 7am. Kai, Aidy
and Gen were there, looking bleary eyed but eager. A day’s

“That’s what they said.”

worth of prep had to happen in less than an hour. We
divvied up the backpacks, hardware, chocolate and water

I groaned. Emily didn’t skip a beat.

bottles. The last thing we wanted were big bulky bags to
slow us down. Gen took me aside,

“Nah, you’ll be right I reckon. When crews change over
they’re all focussed on their own jobs, they won’t even notice

“You know how to use a smartphone, right?”

you eh.”
“Oh dear.”
I found this hard to believe. Manu shot me a sympathetic
smile from the driver’s seat. If I’d been nervous an hour ago,

She proceeded to talk and tap the screen rather too quickly.

now I was well and truly out of my depth. It was 2am by the

I pretended to take it in. By 8:20 we weren’t ready, but time

time we pulled into the holiday park on the outskirts of

was up. We had to go.
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I squeezed into the back of the car with Kai and Aidy, and

government-owned research vessel was more than I’d

we set off towards the port. I was grateful they were with me.

usually achieve by 9am on a Tuesday morning. An

Both were quick with a smile and a joke. Steve was in the

authoritative voice rang out on a loud speaker, “You are

car park waiting for us. He looked in through the window,

illegally trespassing on a NIWA research vessel. Come down
now, for your own safety.” Well, they had to try. But we

“I’ve got a good feeling about this.”

weren’t about to get off.

It’s hard not to trust Steve. I felt comforted in spite of myself.

We set about rigging the banner. Aidy scaled the tower that

We pulled around to the chain link fence beside the dock.

rose above the gantry and fixed the top of the triangular

Gen and Niamh were waiting in the other car. Deep breaths.

banner to the ladder. Kai and I set anchors below, the icy

GO. Nerves subsided. Adrenaline and tunnel vision kicked

wind threatening to whip the banner from our clutches. The

in. The five of us jumped out the vehicles and threw a ladder

lettering was bold and neat.

up against the fence. We climbed up and pulled another
ladder over with us. Jumping down, we ran across the wharf

CLIMB IT CHANGE #STOP DEEP SEA OIL

to where the ship was docked. Planting the foot of the ladder
we swung it up to full height against the high iron side of the

I’m a shameless supporter of puns at any and every

ship. I scrambled up first, swinging over the railing at the top

opportunity, so I enjoyed the banner’s play on words. The

and holding the ladder for Niamh. When she was on deck I

Greenpeace logo sat across the bottom of the flag. The

rushed to the port side and began to climb the ladder fixed

Greenpeace family had come to mean a lot to me over the

to the gantry. Arm over arm, I didn’t stop or look down until

years, and this was the first time I’d been involved in a big

I’d reached the top. Aidy and Kai appeared next to me,

action with the team. The Tangaroa was a scientific research

panting. Back down on deck, Niamh and Gen had

vessel for NIWA, the National Institute of Water and

handcuffed themselves to the railings. We had boarded the

Atmospheric research. Usually it conducted ocean, climate

Tangaroa. I looped a piece of rope around the railing and

and fisheries research; but today it was bound for a different

clipped it to my harness, elated. Boarding a

kind of voyage.
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The ship had recently been refitted to make it suitable for deep sea oil and gas
research. NIWA was being contracted to take core samples from the ocean floor,
the earliest phase in searching for oil and gas pockets. With accessible oil and
gas reserves running dry, companies were pushing into more and more
dangerous waters in their quest for black gold. NIWA would pass their research
on to oil companies that had made New Zealand the next remote frontier in their
search for deep sea oil. The next phase of the process is seismic ocean blasting.
Already, just off the coast seismic survey ships were letting off explosions of
sound to help ascertain what lay beneath the ocean floor. Every 8 seconds, 24
hours a day. Relentless. Until the ocean in the sanctioned area for exploration
was mapped. Hearing is the primary sense of whales and dolphins, who rely on
sound for communication, navigation, and feeding. Seismic ocean blasting is a
rough equivalent to me trying to go about my day with a high-powered strobe
light in my eye. It’s hard to imagine a worse form of torture for marine life.
Except perhaps an oil spill. A danger that comes with exploratory oil drilling.
The deep-water Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico is a terrifying
example of what can happen during an exploratory drill. The same methods
were planned for these waters- only at twice the depth, in rougher seas. But
it wasn’t just the risk of an oil spill that turns my stomach. Our climate, under
siege by fossil fuels, is changing. Changes in atmospheric composition allow the
earth to retain more heat. Patterns of weather are changing more rapidly than
most species can adapt to. Nobody is ready. I looked out at the Wellington
harbour. The tide was coming in, each year a little higher.
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With the UN Climate Talks in Paris coming up, the New

up without drama. I made a mental note to be more positive

Zealand government were rolling out a lovely public relations

and determined in action scenarios. Gen and Niamh were

job. They talked about moves towards emission-efficient

still in position below us on deck. Police would be turning up

agriculture, about their ‘significant’ commitments to reducing

any minute to arrest them. I waved down at Gen. She and I

greenhouse gas emissions, and about just how wonderful

had attended the same well-to-do girls’ high school. I

New Zealand is for all the ‘progress’ we’re making on

chuckled. This may not have been quite what St Margaret’s

sustainability issues. Meanwhile, they were using a

had in mind while they were trying to shape us into model

state-owned research vessel to assist companies in their

citizens. Of all the places I expected to be seven years after

search for oil. The Tangaroa could be doing research in the

high school, the gantry of the Tangaroa wasn’t one of them.

public’s interest. Enabling oil companies to dangerously
extract fuels that are altering the composition of the entire
atmosphere is not what many of us would call ‘in the public’s
interest’. In spite of the spin, the reality of the New Zealand
climate story was a dark one. Preventing the Tangaroa from
leaving port to conduct oil exploration may put the spotlight
on the gaping hole between the words of our government,
and their actions.
Once we’d wrestled the banner into position, the hired
media boat pulled around the side of the ship for the
photographers to get their shots. I spotted Emily in the boat,
talking to the driver and keeping her eyes out for waves that
could send photographers (or worse, their cameras)
overboard. She grinned and gave me a thumbs-up. I felt a
rush of gratitude. Classic Em. She’d known that we’d make it
Image: Hagen Hopkins
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Time for a chunk of chocolate. Police were arresting Niamh
and Gen and marching them off the ship. Kai, Aidy and I
had a chat about how to make it difficult for police to get us
down. Aidy hung on his ropes from the tower, Kai
handcuffed himself to the ladder to block the entrance, and I
abseiled off the railing to hang underneath the gantry. This
would stall them at least. Two policemen, in hard hats and
dark blue overalls, made their way across the deck and
started climbing the ladder. They were friendly, asking us
our names, and when we thought we’d be coming down.
“Come on guys, the media have your picture, you’ve made
your point, pulled your stunt, you’ll be in the paper. You’re
not gaining anything by being up here any longer.”

Image: Hagen Hopkins

It was almost relaxing, hanging in my harness above the
I piped up.

deck. Things became more complicated when media calls
started coming in. I kicked myself for not paying attention

“It’s not about the photos, keeping the ship in port delays its

when Gen was talking me through the smartphone. Dangling

work for oil companies and puts our government’s crap

off a ship in high winds isn’t the best place to become

climate policies in the spotlight.”

acquainted with new technology. The thing had a mind of its
own. I convinced it to answer some of the calls, and began

Predictably, he wasn’t fussed with our campaign spiel; he

the daunting task of explaining to journalists and radio

just wanted us down without much trouble or effort on their

presenters why we were doing what we were doing. I had

part. After a couple of minutes they backtracked down the

the opportunity to trickle a few messages into the

ladder, promising to come check on us soon.

consciousness of the public. Naturally, I was terrified.
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Most of the journalists were polite and receptive, but they all

matters of public safety. Should they not also be concerned

wanted to know the same thing- how did we get up there,

that our government is diverting scientific resources into an

how long did we plan on staying, was it cold, were we

industry that’s fueling the climate crisis, which jeopardises

worried about getting arrested? The government’s fossil fuel

the safety of the global public? This is part of the reason

agenda should have taken the limelight; yet the focus was

activists get accused of orchestrating media ‘stunts’. When

largely on us. One journalist even asked me,

the media focus predominantly on the action itself, people
are distracted from its moral incentives. The conversation

“Don’t you think you’re taking up a lot of police resources

becomes superficial.

today?”
Kai got our attention and pointed out a couple of little
A little taken aback, I answered,

penguins bobbing about in the harbour below us. I felt a
pang. How can you possibly condense the multitude of

“How the police choose to use their resources is up to

reasons for opposing oil drilling into a snappy media sound

them.”

byte? I was eager to articulate climate and deep sea oil
issues to the media, eager for the public to see past our

In hindsight, maybe it isn’t, but it’s certainly not up to us. If

action to the depth of the risks that motivated it. Our

regulations require multiple police to stand around gazing

government’s lack of action on a severe global crisis was far

up at three peaceful protesters on a ship then that’s a

more extreme than our decision to break a few laws. Finally, I

systemic misallocation of resources. I, for one, would’ve

got into a proper discussion with a radio show host. He

been quite happy for them to leave us be. But the question

struck me as one of those casually cocky, mildly sarcastic

demonstrated that her media outlet was more interested in

types. After the usual mundane questions he shocked me.

scrutinising our actions for the climate than they were in
making our government accountable for their actions

“But climate change- I mean really, isn’t that sorted now?

against the climate. Presumably they were concerned about

Tesla invented electric cars, so what do we have to worry

us diverting police resources away from more pressing

about?”
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I was so genuinely surprised that I started laughing.

and escort it out of your clothes discreetly. It looked pretty

Seriously? It’s 2015. I told him electric cars were a

straightforward. It wasn’t. The media cameras behind the

resource-intensive false solution that reinforced private car

dock fence didn’t help. A crippling internal debate ensued:

ownership, that by all (credible) accounts we were heading
for climate chaos, and we had to reconceptualise our

Me: We’re all set, you can wee now.

systems of transport. It became an intellectual back and

Body: Wee in your jumpsuit? That’s a terrible idea.

forth about the degree to which we should fuck the planet.

Me: This funnel thing will guide it into the bottle, promise.

The biggest problem was that I enjoyed it. I love it when
people try to outsmart me on climate change, especially
when I feel like I’ve made my points more rationally than they

Body: Absurd. I don’t believe you.
Me: It hurts so much, please just relax and do it.

have. But I had also been lead into a trap. The radio host

Body: Relax? Are you insane? Is this like the time you

didn’t really believe that climate change was ‘sorted’. He

dreamed you were sitting on a toilet, eventually convinced

was being deliberately contentious, provoking me into

me to ‘relax’- and wet the bed?

debate by playing the devil’s advocate. And it had worked.

Me: JUST PISS GODDAMN IT!

I’d indulged him and played my part perfectly. Rising to his
ridiculous comment limited the scope of the conversation, as
I spent the time re-establishing the urgency of climate

Body: FINE!
Me: That’s it? A tiny trickle??

change. By enticing me into a debate, the radio host

Body: It felt weird so I stopped.

successfully avoided discussing the ethical consequences

Me: Do you want to be in pain for hours?

of our government’s decisions. The moral and emotional

Body: Ok ok, I’m doing it.

potency of our message was lost. Shit.

Me: Now you have to stop.
Body: What?! But you said-

Feeling drained under the pressure, I realised I had to drain
the pressure in my bladder. Elegant as it sounds, a ‘shewee’ is a funnel and a tube, designed to capture your urine

Me: The bottle is going to overflow- please stop NOW!
Body: You suck.
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We ended up with a three-piss cocktail, kicking ourselves for

would happen if oil drilling went wrong, and scared of what

not bringing more empty bottles. Meanwhile, we had earned

would happen if oil drilling went right. I thought it a bit rich to

the contempt of the minister for science and innovation,

call us ‘disingenuous’, while his government are playing up

Steven Joyce, who tweeted, “Greenpeace stop trolling,

New Zealand’s commitment to climate action on a world

you’re boring.” He further castigated us in his comment to

stage while they commission a NIWA vessel to work for oil

Radio New Zealand,

companies. Minister for science and innovation was an odd
title for Steven, whose attitudes appeared to be relics of the

"I just think it's attention-seeking behaviour. Everybody
knows what Greenpeace's view is of oil, and that's fine,
but to pick today and to say that shock, horror,

ancient past. But some voices are louder than others, and
unfortunately loud voices are often mistaken for sensical
ones.

that somehow this thing's all new, is
disingenuous in the extreme."

Kai, Aidy and I sat on the platform and nibbled our last few
nuts. The police climbed up the ladder again to try to coax

But this ‘thing’ isn’t all new. That’s the problem. Our
society hasn’t only just begun making harmful
decisions; it’s been making them for a good
while. It wasn’t so much our “view” of

us down. Maybe they sensed we didn’t have enough
supplies for the long haul. In our morning rush, we’d had to
leave behind the extra supplies we’d need for a night’s
occupation. When we refused to come down again, they

carbonized plant matter

climbed back down to the deck, knowing they could wait us

that drove us to take

out with cups of tea in hand. I didn’t want to get off the ship

action. More so our
concern for what would
happen when it spilled into the
ocean. And what would happen
if it was burnt into the atmosphere. In
other words, we were scared of what

willingly. I wanted to stick it out. We only had a few dribbles
of water left and the temperature was beginning to drop.
We’d have a cold, thirsty night, but what did that matter?
Aidy reminded me about the risks of exposure. When people
get tired, numb and thirsty mistakes get made, and mistakes
made while climbing can lead to long drops and short stops.
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Kai reassured me that we’d achieved all that was needed for

It felt disrespectful to name a vessel after a Maori God of the

the campaign. The link had now been made between NIWA

Sea, and then use it to exploit the oceans that so many

and the oil industry, the public now knew the extent of

Maori have a deep connection with. The tide was on its way

government’s oil agenda. Maybe we could call it a day. I was

out again, pulling my imagination out to open water, and all

still uncomfortable, but they had a point. We’d been left on

that lives there.

the ship far longer than we’d expected.
We climbed down and started packing up
“OK.” I conceded, “But we should at least all climb to the

the banner and gear. I was feeling

top of the tower, while we’re up here and all.”

exhausted by this stage. It was 7pm,
we’d done a 10 hour haul. When the

So we climbed to the top of the ladder to look out over the

last of our ropes, cable ties and

port. The wind was stronger up there, and we could feel the

carabiners were in bags, we

weight of the ship swaying slowly back and forth in the water

climbed back down the iron

beneath us. Being up high doesn’t come naturally to me. I’ve

ladder to the waiting policemen.

had to train myself to ignore the lump of fear that usually sits

For some bizarre reason they felt

deep in my belly whenever I’m more than a couple of metres

the need to handcuff us as they

from the ground. I used to try to intellectualise my way out of

walked us off the ship, then uncuffed

fear, by reminding myself that if the universe was infinite in

us and put us in the paddy wagon. No

every direction, then theoretically I’m not any higher than I

seatbelts. That seemed a little off. I

am when I’m on the ground. It doesn’t work. But for whatever

leant against the cold metal back of

reason, maybe the adrenaline or the acute tiredness, I

the cabin. It was all over, and I don’t

wasn’t scared on top of the Tangaroa. Being on top of this

think I’d ever smelled worse.

huge vessel with two excellent people was a real privilege.
Tangaroa means ‘God of the Sea’ in Te Reo.
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When we got to the police station in Wellington they set

We may have won this game, but had it brought us closer to

about finger printing and photographing us. I felt sorry for

facing our challenges? I didn’t have an answer.

the cops that worked there; it really was a grim and dreary
place. You’d think they’d brighten it up a little, if only for their

A policeman led me to desk to fill out my bail forms. One of

own sakes’.

the conditions was that I was not permitted to associate,
directly or indirectly, with Aidy, Kai, Gen or Niamh until our

I sat in a cell waiting to be processed. We’d won the game.

court date, months away. I raised my eyebrows. He

Our game was to get on the ship, and get the ship on the

shrugged. I signed. Chris and Kate were in the waiting room

news. We’d raised the public profile of the ship’s activities,

ready to pick us up. They gave me massive hugs and we

and our government’s hypocrisy around climate issues. This

waited for the others. Kai came out first. I gave him a hug

one game was over. This one game was won. In spite of that

too. A large policeman promptly marched up to Kai.

I felt slightly conflicted. I had the support of a well-respected
organisation that would find me a lawyer and cover my legal

“What does this say?”

fees. I wasn’t going to jail, I wasn’t going to be beaten by
police, I didn’t have to fear for my life because I took a

He jabbed a finger at the non-association order on Kai’s bail

stand. This gave me far more privilege than the majority of

form. We got the message. Chris explained there was only

activists in the world. It made me lucky, grateful, but uneasy

one car, and the three of us would have to ‘associate’ until

somehow... disconnected. Because in spite of all the

they could drop us off at separate hostels. When we were all

environmental science, campaigns, communications and

out and in the car I started laughing.

actions, I was still able to maintain my emotional distance
from climate change. Dry in a cell, I was in the midst of the

“What?” Kai asked.

climate movement, yet I felt about as far from the actual
effects of socio-environmental crises as one could be. I’m

“Our bottle of piss… It’ll have to sit in the police station till

sure many others in the world were maintaining the same

our court date.”

safe emotional distance. Our system makes it easy to do so.
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Back at the motel, the room was crammed full of the boat

“Awh nah, it was all good eh. Except one of the

crew and the rest of the actions team. People crowded

photographers stole Nick’s pie. Then complained coz it was

forward to give us hugs and cold beers. Niamh and Gen

cold.”

were collapsed in a heap on the couch, grinning. They must
have been let out a couple of hours before we did. Steve

The usual cheeky spark was in her eye. The world could do

had been doing media interviews all day, and looked

with more warm down to earth gems like Emily. Few people

jubilant. He must have watched countless acts of civil

put in more hours, or more heart, to volunteering than she.

disobedience play out, but the energising effect was the

We tucked into some Thai takeaway and raised our beers to

same. I’d always looked up to Steve, not only as a musician,

a ship well occupied, a game well played. We’d have to go

campaigner and activist, but as a fun, kind and thoughtful

our separate ways soon to abide by our bail conditions, but

human being. Jojo appeared next to him. While we’d been

there was time for a family hug first. It’s important.

on the ship she had found accommodation, sorted dinner,
booked our travel home and kept track of our needs and

I was still fizzing. In the game for environmental justice, I

expenses. She keeps all of the volunteers in the loop,

could not hope for a more fun and trustworthy bunch of

organised and cared for. Both Steve and Jojo had been in

people to be playing with.

the game a long time. I felt closer to them in that moment.
Their support meant a lot to me. Emily was amongst the
crowd too, the freckles across her nose and cheeks darker
after a day out on the water.
“I told ya youse would just walk on! Everyone’s busy in a
crew change.”
“How was your day? I felt bad for you guys being rocked
around in that little media boat the whole time.”
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Tēnā rawa atu koe, thank you Emily
Months later, early in 2016, Emily Drinkwater died on her
own terms. She had posted this photo the previous year.
“Tane, my monarch. I saw him come out of his chrysalis
(I know he is a male by the 2 black spots on his wings).
He must of thought my top was a flower. He was on me
for 15mins. His proboscis was huge, searching my
top for goodness but he got none so he flew off,
over the fence to his new life. Go well Tane.”
Emily I have to disagree with you. Tane got
plenty of goodness, just by being in your
company. As did so many others. Words
cannot begin to touch how you touched us.
Your humour and humble wisdom warmed
this world faster than oil or gas or coal ever
could. No bare feet trod more gently on the
earth than yours did. Dear reader, I hope you feel some of
her spark, knowledge and resilience threading through
these pages. These words show a few moves, old and new,
forwards and backwards, in the game for a kinder world.
Emily has inspired me as I’ve written these stories. Stories of
resistance against a devastating status quo.
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II

Native Forest Action
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Haere Mai. Native Forest Action welcomes
those who respect the forest...
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“ The interesting thing about being arrested is
the realisation− once you’ve been put in that
paddy wagon you’ve lost your human rights.
They chucked us in the lock-up in Westport,
fed us greasy fish and chips, and put us in a
wagon to drive us all the way to Greymouth.
The police wagon was a box on the back of a
truck. There was a vent at the front of the box,
and diesel fumes from the top of the truck
poured straight through to us in the cabin. It
makes you nauseous− breathing in carbon
monoxide. The drive is an hour and a half
along winding roads, and you’re sitting side
on, so you’re lurching back and forth the
whole time. We were green as hell. Two of us
threw up.
When we got to the Greymouth Pete hid the
vomit in his thermal top as we climbed out. We
had all agreed− don’t show them. Don’t let the
cops know they’ve made us sick. ”
Steve Abel
Photo: Ben King
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We paused the interview. Steve picked up a

But the Steve sitting across the table from me was different.

Thomas-the-Tank-Engine train from the desk and continued

He was a Dad who supported Thomas the Tank Engine to

to dab it with glue, lost in thought. He reached for a few

pursue a more exciting life and identity off the tracks. Tom

crumbs of artificial moss and gently sprinkled them on the

Moss would see things the other trains wouldn’t. This

side of the toy engine. I caught his eye and he grinned.

popular children’s character was liberated from his duties to
stay on that rigid monotonous railway, follow those same

“This is Tom Moss, the prank engine who lives in the forest.

routes and adhere to the wishes of the Fat Controller. Quinn

When I pick up Quinn from school today we’re going to find

would learn that the stories we’re told don’t have to stick to

some pine trees and get some bark, to make the little forest

the same expected endings. Whole new stories lay waiting

Tom Moss lives in, in his cave. It’s the beginning of his

to be discovered once you trundle off the tracks and into the

ecological education.”

forest.

Up until this point I’d known Steve for his tasty nuggets of

But there was another Steve Abel, one that existed before

wisdom and enlivening speeches at climate justice rallies.

his roles as climate campaigner and parent. And I had a

Others have been deeply moved by his folk songs in the

snippet of this Steve captured by my sound recorder, on the

dimly lit room of The Wine Cellar on Auckland’s K road.

desk, still running.
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Early in 1997 Steve had his “oh… fuck” moment. You may be

But New Zealand, for all its clean and greenery, was not

familiar with the feeling− a twisting tug deep in your guts. He

exempt from commercial butchering of native forests. The

was 27, traveling through Malaysia, and saw the rainforest

National Party were in government, under Jenny Shipley.

destruction that was displacing indigenous communities.

They were subsidising logging in publicly owned forests on

Palm oil companies were clearing the forest, their home, and

the West Coast of the South Island. The company pushing

the government were moving in to send their children to

the logging schemes was the state owned enterprise

state schools. Rainforests and cultures were being

Timberlands Ltd. Timberlands were cutting down thousands

bulldozed to make space for industry. These are the uncut

of the biggest, oldest Rimu trees and selling them to be

effects of a system that puts cheap oil in our chocolate. For

carved into high-end furniture for export.

those of us who haven’t had the fabric of our being and
identity ripped apart, I think it’s impossible to understand the

“ I had just got back to Auckland. I remember

depth of injustice being done to indigenous peoples.

going into a friend’s flat and seeing this poster on

“ I had flown over these forests and seen these

the back of the bedroom door. It was an iconic

massive areas cleared and replaced with palm

image from Native Forest Action of a Rimu tree on

plantations. I saw first hand the horror and vastness

the side of a river, with a climber in it and a great

of devastation that was going on. When I headed

big long banner that said Haere Mai, NFA

back home my first thought was− I’m glad this

welcomes those who respect the forest. ”

doesn’t happen in New Zealand. ”

Native Forest Action (NFA) were a grassroots group calling
for West Coast forests to be protected from logging. They
set up occupations to defend trees threatened by
Timberlands. Steve felt something slip into place.
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“ I wanted to be part of this− I wanted to help save
these forests. I had a theoretical belief in the need
for activism, but I’d never tested it in practice. ”

Steve helped chalk messages on pavements, paste posters
on bus stops, and graffitied “forests not furniture” on old
walls. The group held lunches to raise funds and awareness,
one cupcake, one conversation at a time. While Steve was

The troublesome gap between theory and practice... So
often it becomes the gap between our values and our
actions. Any behaviour that embodies a value has to be
plucked from the ether of imagination and transformed into a
physical action. Drifting in the ether is easy. Many of us
spend a great deal of time floating through lands of the

holding stalls and painting walls Timberlands were lobbying
the government to expand their logging schemes. Their
plans were escalating, and more forest was being chopped
into dining tables. Becoming more deeply involved, Steve
attended a NFA core group gathering in Levin.

should-be’s, the what-if’s, the if-only’s. The dreaming is

“ It was here I met the mythical Nicky Hager for the

enchanting. The doing, however, is a challenge. On

first time. ”

February 6th, 1998, Steve went to meet some of the NFA
members at Carlaw Park in Auckland on Waitangi day. It had
been a couple of years since they started the forest
occupations and many members were burning out. Fresh
faces brought fresh energy, and Steve was asked to help
amp up the campaign’s visibility in Auckland. If no one can
hear the buzzing of chainsaws, or the cracking and
splintering of trunks as they fall through the canopy, no one
will know a forest is under threat. Before you can make

Nicky Hager is one of New Zealand’s best-known
investigative journalists. His expertise lies in unearthing
injustices perpetuated by the powers that be. More
importantly, he exhibits an uncommon level of respect for
fellow humans, and remains unassuming and approachable
in spite of his fame and talent. On the lawn of Nicky’s
mum’s house, surrounded by tall trees, Native Forest
Action planned the defense of West Coast forests.

political ripples people must support your cause, and to
support you they have to see you.
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The Auckland-based NFA crew started making massive trips to the
West Coast of the South Island to visit the logging sites. They shared
rides to Wellington, caught the ferry across the Cook Strait, hitch
hiked their way through Murchison, and down the Buller to Westport
on the West Coast. Here grew some of the most ancient and
untouched forests left in Aotearoa. The forests of the West Coast are
vast and varied. They can strike you with awe or they can swallow
you up, if you don’t know where you’re going. These forests are old.
Rimu trees can live for over a thousand years. Some of the trees
hidden in the depths of the bush were standing when Māori first
landed on the shores 800 years ago. The carbon caught in their
trunks whistled in winds of centuries past. Each gnarl and branch
twisted through a different time. Rimu can grow through a thousand
years of change− and be cut through in a matter of minutes.
These forests are old, these forests are strange. Although Aotearoa’s
latitude is temperate, its forests resemble those in the tropics.It
separated from Gondwanaland 80 million years ago, setting species
adrift on a raft to evolve alone. Isolation has peculiar effects. Plants
and animals evolved quirky traits and eccentric lifestyles rarely
witnessed anywhere else in the world. Many of the birds don’t fly, the
frogs don’t croak, the lizards don’t lay eggs. Of 2,500 native ferns,
conifers and flowering plants 80 percent are found nowhere
else. Aotearoa, land of the long white cloud, is a land of
an odd little crowd.
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Piece by piece this unique band of species on Aotearoa’s

Before the Native Forest Action group could interrupt the

islands have been eaten away. In 1998 only a quarter of

logging, they had to find the loggers. Timberlands operated

forests remained. It’s not a new story− colonisation,

in a maze of public forests between Greymouth and

industrial agriculture, and introduced species are a tried and

Westport, cherry picking the biggest trees spread over

tested recipe for gobbling up native ecosystems. Only a tiny

137,000 hectares. Over 5,000 of those hectares lay in North

fraction of remaining forest was lowland Podocarp, a more

Okarito forest, just to the north of South Westland World

diverse forest type than its alpine cousin. On the West Coast

Heritage Area. Trees on one side of the boundary were

stood the largest remaining tracts of lowland forest, hotspots

regarded as ecological treasures, while trees on the other

of biodiversity− unprotected. The dense populations and

side were blocks for the chop. Timberlands targeted the

genetic diversity of species helped buffer the forest from the

tallest, thickest, oldest trees.

impacts of extreme weather events and disease. But no
evolutionary defense could hold against the motors of trucks
and chainsaws. Steve watched bodies of native trees,
piled high on trailers, being driven from the forest.

Native forest cover

1000 AD

1840

1998
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“ They picked out the eyes
of the forest. ”
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In such huge areas of thick forest, NFA had to rely on

tree-sitting activists from Charleston forest. On one occasion

observations and intelligence from locals to figure out where

the heli-logging contractor repeatedly rammed a 4 tonne log

Timberlands were, and where they would log next. It

into a tree-sit platform. Jenny Coleman had been beneath

became a game of cat and mouse. When the group got

the tree, about to climb up, when the massive log dangling

word of where Timberlands were working, they gathered on

from the helicopter crashed into the platform above her,

the logging roads to blockade trucks going in or out of the

raining branches and debris through the canopy. In the

forest. Blockades made logging operations harder and more

Timberlands staff diary a note was scrawled- ‘woman’s

expensive. Each hour a truck was held up was another hour

screams heard from the ridge near the platform.’ Two years

the Rimu trees remained a forest.

on, neither Timberlands nor the Heli-Harvest contractor had
been held accountable for the incident.

“ It was such a small community. Everyone knew
who everyone was, but it got hairy a couple of
times. A lot of the loggers were small operators
who were contracted by Timberlands. They would
go in and do the logging, then Timberlands would
send in the 5 tonne Russian helicopter to pull out
the trees. ”
This beast of a chopper allowed Timberlands to
access ancient trees in remote areas. The
helicopter had a rocky history with Native
Forest Action. In 1997 Timberlands had
launched ‘Operation Alien’, to clear out
26

In addition to questionable tactics in the forest, Timberlands

“ Many of us were young, early to mid-twenties, we

were pushing their agenda in parliament. They wanted

were idealistic, naïve, with a lack of worldliness

permits to take trees from the Buller and Charleston areas
until 2006. Contractors continued slashing logging roads

about things. There was a purity to the instinct we

deep into the hearts of Charleston, Okarito and Westland

had about what was right and wrong. A big thing

forests. The roads took trucks to clearings where the

was the anger we felt. A lot of people new to

helicopter could deposit trees. Carving out new logging
roads made a bold statement to the government and the

activism just wanted to break machinery. ”

public. It made the logging plans look like a done deal.
Timberlands wanted the public and the government to think

The group had to consider− is damaging logging equipment

they’d be plucking trees from the depths of the forest for

acceptable behaviour? Some said it was destructive, others

years to come. The practical challenges of opposing

maintained it was non-violent because machines are

Timberlands began to sink in. Steve was shocked by their

inanimate. Whatever your group’s philosophy- the public will

sheer power, their audacity. Frustration and grief began to

bear judgment on your tactics. A machine could legally kill

simmer among the

more living beings than you can bear to witness and you’ll

group.

struggle to get media to take notice. But one thing’s certain−
as soon as you fiddle destructively with someone else’s
engine the whole country will know, and they may not love
you for it.

Click photos for details
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Photo: Helicopter landing site cleared in Okarito forest
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“ We had lots of conversations about the

things becomes a violation of our right to possession. Our

philosophy of non-violent direct action, and why

society takes this seriously; hence theft and property

destructive tactics don’t work. There was a lot of

damage are imprisonable offenses. But what about
damaging public property? After all Timberlands were

patience from people who had been involved for a

destroying trees in publicly-owned forests, without public

long time and gone through it all before. ”

consent. Would that somehow excuse damaging their
private property in return? This might sound like an
appealing justification… but this reasoning traps us into

The ethical puzzles of property damage are not new
conversations. If you find the status quo harmful, sooner or
later you may want to break something. Whether that’s right
or wrong often comes down to how you value property. The
idea of ‘property’ is far from universal. Some cultures in
aboriginal Australia do not have a concept of private
property. Materials are used collectively and no one person
has individual ‘ownership’ of a thing. However, in the
Western world we feel entitled to ‘own’. Damage to our

thinking that forests can be ‘property’. Should anyone, even
the public, be able to own a forest? Many cultures find the
idea of owning an ecosystem nonsensical− we don’t own
places, we belong to them. Maybe we shouldn’t be able to
own a forest any more than we should own a human being.
Does this mean we should we grant forests equal status to
humans? We may say yes, but this could also be a trap. To
grant something equal status to people we’d have to
assume there’s some kind of scale that allows us to rank life
on earth. We might imagine a neat one-dimensional graph
where we can attribute values of sentience to different
species. But the world isn’t one-dimensional. There are no
neat standards. We exist in a multi-dimensional haze with
every other living being. To truly respect the life on earth
maybe we should move beyond using humans as a
standard. If we can do this, we might be better able to
appreciate the most beautiful feature of the living world...
29

...diversity.
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While Native Forest Action batted strategy ideas back and

If there’s one thing PR companies are good at, it’s providing

forth, Timberlands continued to cut into the forests. The NFA

reassurance that everything is fine, just fine.

could occupy canopies and blockade roads, but their
numbers were thin on the ground. The cocktail of frustration,

“ One of the hardest struggles was the public

passion and grief began to take its toll. A grassroots group,

relations struggle. The lies the industry told to

even a committed one, can’t keep chainsaws at bay forever.
The forests needed more permanent protection.

discredit activists, and the way they portrayed what
was going on, made it seem like the logging was

“ That feeling you have… more than anything you

completely benign and sustainable. ”

just want to stop it, you just want to stop it. Then
you see the reality of what’s involved in actually

There were no photos of clear-cut forests to make the

stopping it as so much more than the physical

damage obvious to the public. Visually, selective logging

act. ”

was more subtle. From a distance it could even have looked
careful and restrained. Timberlands were logging in a
mosaic of old-growth and regenerating forest. Some of the

Legislation had to change, and that would need a gust of

areas were previously untouched, but some had been

public pressure. The government needed to see a flame of

logged or mined in the past. The impacts of logging on the

public passion so strong it would fan into the polling booths.

forests’ ecology are difficult to predict, but even more

Sparking that kind of collective response is a challenging

difficult to condense into a press release or media sound

game. The NFA group had to communicate with the public

byte. The story was as full of twists and turns as the forest

through press releases, photos and footage. Meanwhile,

itself. Each patch had its own community of beings, its own

Timberlands had their own specialists communicating with

history. The loss of a large tree affected different

the public. They employed Shandwick, a public relations

communities differently. Like any loss, it’s hard to imagine

company, to counter pro-environmental media. And they

how big and empty a gap will be… until it’s there.

were professionals.
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“ What at first encounter seems like an obvious

These were games Native Forest Action were trying to

black and white situation starts to become very

change. Across social contexts, our language games have

complex. You often can’t make simple bold

different sets of loose rules. Without adhering to some vague
rules, our language games would be impossible to play.

statements about the fact on the ground, because

Invisible sets of assumptions allow us to communicate. We

it’s more nuanced. Both sides will find facts to suit

need these rules and assumptions, otherwise, practically

their perspective and agenda. ”

speaking, speaking would be impractical. For example, in
conversation I have to assume that you know what I mean
when I say ‘I’, but if you asked me what ‘I’ am, there may not

The public watched the back and forth of pro and anti

be a true or satisfactory answer I could give you.

logging ‘facts’ in the media. Native Forest Action were

The NFA activists and members of Timberlands

finding information to resist native tree felling; Timberlands

shared different social worlds; their language

were finding information to defend it. But were both sides

games had different rules. The facts being

talking about the same forest? Ludwig Wittgenstein

thrown back and forth about the forests became

suggested that the meanings of words are the way they’re

meaningless, because the ‘forest’ itself did not

used. Meaning grows in the social circumstances

retain a common meaning across the different

surrounding language, in the shared experiences of the

games of language. What the forests were to

speakers. Wittgenstein calls these our ‘language games’.

poeple depended on the language game they

We play language games to communicate, and to help

were playing. Recognising the different gaps,

weave the fabric of our realities. Our words carry stories of

rules and guidelines across our language games

the games played before us. If we traced the stem of the

is difficult, because they’re often invisible. When

word ‘forest’ to its historical roots, it referred to a wooded

we look out at the world, is it the world we

area set aside for hunting. Behind the word ‘forest’ are

see? Or a reflection of the games

stories of exclusive use by the powerful. Its meaning arose

we’re playing, and the rules

from games of power, ownership and access.

we’re playing by...
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What we each ‘see’ in a forest will depend on the games we

If you’re playing the game of

have played. The games we play shape our structures of

biology, a tree may look like a

beliefs, our perceptions, our sight. Native Forest Action

living memory of the hundreds

weren’t only challenging how the forests were treated, but

of thousands of living things, in

how they were seen. The word ‘forest’ will prompt different

countless forms, that met the

webs of associations, depending on who hears it. The forest

challenges existence threw at

itself will look different depending on who looks upon it. The

them. Cutting down a Rimu won’t

CEO of Timberlands may not see the same trees that

merely rob the forest of one tree;

biologists talk about. A biologist may see a tree and

it will rob it of its history.

associate it with games of evolutionary trivia stretching back
hundreds of thousands of years. In a biologists’ language
game, a ‘forest’ is a game of Guess Who- which ancient
ancestor had the lucky genes? Who survived long enough to
parent offspring? Who gave their genetic gifts the chance to
arise in a new generation? Behind the words of biologists
are stories of lucky dip- from jumbles of genetic traits that
worked (and traits that didn’t) descendants unwrapped
surprises that sent their species spinning off in unexpected
directions. In a tree, a biologist might see all
the limitations that drove creativity, each leaf,
branch, stem and cell a beautiful solution to the
trials and tribulations of life on earth.
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The loss of native forest affected people in different

They communicate. Bigger parent trees recognise family,

ways, depending on the story they found there. An

and send their own seedlings more help. Ecologists see the

ecologist’s view hones in on the connections between

connections that allow collections of beings to share, to

living things. In their language games, the ‘forest’ is a

exchange. Their stories of the forest are different from those

community of beings affecting and connecting with

of us who don’t think to poke our heads beneath the soil and

one another. An ecologist might not see a tree as a

ask- what in earth is happening?

single unit, but as part of a pattern, a web of
relationships with others.

As a forest loses its mature trees, the structure of its
community is changed. Taking out the biggest and oldest

Beneath the trees ecologists found roots forming

trees in a forest and expecting young saplings to replace

mutual bonds with sprawling mycelium threads

them is like assuming that aliens could abduct the doctors,

of fungi. The mycelium is the main body of a

teachers, builders and food growers in a community, and

fungus, a massive web of fine filaments. The little

expect toddlers to take their place. The community, left with

mushrooms that pop up are their sex organs.

the lawyers, politicians and bankers might continue on− but

Ecologists call this connection between tree

things would be very different. When a large old Rimu tree is

roots and mycelium a micorrhizal relationship. It

cut down, an ecologist may not see the loss of an individual,

allows the fungus to absorb sugars created by

but the loss of a support system, of resilience, of information,

the tree in return for extra water and nutrients,

of knowledge. The loss extends beyond the life of one tree,

absorbed from the soil by the mycelium threads.

to all the lives connected to it. It’s the loss of future life. It’s a

Branching networks of mycelium connect trees

loss of culture.

to their neighbours. If trees are struggling or
diseased, other trees can send them carbon,
hormones, defence signals, phosphorous, and
nitrogen through the mycelium network. They share
information. They support each other.
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“ But these characters at Timberlands... they would see a hillside of trees,
and see timber. ”
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Some structures of belief reveal a forest of objects. A

A tree that had grown for centuries in the wild of the West

logging manager might see the physical attributes that

Coast could suddenly find itself enhancing the bathroom

make the tree a useful commodity. They may see a tree for

experiences of the wealthy. Timberlands made it possible to

its length, its girth, and the density and quality of its wood.

take a shit on a throne of ancient forest.

Their eyes would pick out its future shape as a piece of
furniture. Rimu trees from the West Coast forests were being

The different games of scientists, loggers and politicians

carved into inanimacy, sliced and polished into tables, towel

allowed them to see West Coast forests as different entities.

rails and toilet seats.

They might’ve talked in English, but they weren’t speaking
the same language. Common words disguised uncommon
West Coast Forests

meaning. Pro or anti logging conversations sailed past each
other, no two parties talking about the same forest. The
debate that played out in the media was each group’s
attempt to convince the public that their interpretation of the
forest was more credible. Some interest groups are able to
impose their games on others more effectively. Some games

for when nature calls

have been played so long we forget they’re games, and
mistake them for features of the world. It’s not always easy to
know when we’re playing a game, or if a game is playing us.
Each game revealed a different forest, a different fluid
collection of experiences and the cryptic and silver tongued
language we use to express them. Timberlands can’t have
been sure about what it was they were cutting down. Could
Native Forest Action have known what it was they were
trying to save?
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“ You became more connected to
these forests the more you engaged
with them. Your ideas of what these
forests actually were also changed. ”
38

People often call forests the lungs of the earth. They
regulate the composition of the atmosphere by converting

“ The facts and figures are a

carbon dioxide into oxygen. During their life cycles forests

trap− because the reasons you

improve air quality, and act as giant water filtration
systems. We rely on clean air and clean water, and these

get involved are the visceral

needs are good reasons for us to protect forests. They’re

connections and relationship you

our life support system. But when conservationists call

have with the ecology. It’s about the heart of

these processes ‘ecosystem services’, it implies a power

something, you know? ”

dynamic between humans and the ecosystems we live in. It
puts complex living ecosystems in a position of servitude,
and us, the humans, into the position of consumers. As if
we are entitled to the services provided by these forests
and that’s the major incentive for us not to destroy them.
And we’re told the customer is always right...

Information that supports forest protection can still trap us
in the rules of an old game, that the ‘forest’ is there to serve
us. Our words can guide us towards or away from feelings
of connectedness. In Māori language games, ‘great trees’
are Ngā Tokotoko-o-te-rangi, the posts that hold heaven
aloft. They see trees as holding up Ranginui, the sky father,
from Papatuanuku, the earth mother. From this perspective,
the forest creates space for us to exist. This meaning
guides us to gratitude and awe when we look upon trees,
instead of entitlement. Throughout trees’ lives, countless
other lives scatter and uncurl in the distance they stretch
between their roots and their canopies. They were not
enlisted to support lives. But they do.
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evening light. New stories of the forest unfurled just as new
ferns uncurl, and worlds of meaning whirled before them.
Amongst the tall trees, time moved differently. Instead of
rushing and slipping it crept and lingered. In the forest, time
revealed its elasticity. The linear models and mental devices
that order and organise our lives don’t fit between the beings
tangling and spilling over one another. Each being moves
A forest can stir something in the very

depths

of the human psyche, something that challenges all
the games we’ve learned to play. The structures of
belief we’ve built on can remain invisible until they’re
tugged from underneath us, by roots and trees and vines
and leaves. The longer Steve looked, the more real the forest
became. It revealed the layers of perception that
keep us blind to the living world. As the walls of
cognition started to crumble, Steve began to see the
forest live. He and other Native Forest Action members
explored new meanings of old words, and a new
language game emerged. One where ‘forest’ was the
drips that clung to leaves, the fantails that fall through the air
after insects. A game that gets into the grooves of a forked
branch, does the twist of a vine, and the creep of the mist.
‘Fo-rest’ became the heavy thump of a kererū’s clumsy
landing in the canopy. Old words began to sing like cicadas,
smell like damp soil and dance like craneflies in shafts of

through time differently. Our frantic, impatient, and
exasperated conception of time lets it get away on
us. Clinging to one rigid notion of time might
shield us from slower, deeper kinds of time
experienced by other life forms. Our lives are
short, compared to those of the trees. The cycles and
patterns of forests extend far beyond our births and
deaths. The games of ecology and biology capture a
fragment, a mere shard of the story. Our understanding
often swims out of sync with currents of time that run
through the forest. Always trying to catch up, we get caught
in eddies that spiral off from the main current. We could run
in circles all our lives gathering all the intellectual reasons
why we should protect these forests. But these are often
distractions. Because they all fall short of the feeling you get
when you’re in the presence of something very old, and very
alive. This is something that no game of language can
communicate.
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“ There was a deepening of the relationship
as the scales fell away from my eyes. ”
42

Timberlands weren’t only severing trees in the West Coast

worked about as well as chocolate teapots. If the plans went

forests. They were severing our opportunities to connect

ahead, an additional 200,000 Beech and Rimu trees would

with something beyond ourselves, and to challenge our

be felled each year in forests across Maruia Valley, Grey

assumptions about what it means to live on this planet.

Valley, and the Buller region. This project would remove
more native trees than all other logging operations

While Native Forest Action batted strategy ideas back and

combined. The pressure on Native Forest Action surged, as

forth and tried to get the public on side, Timberlands made

the sheer scale of imminent loss sunk in.

a move for the jugular. On the 9th of September 1998,
documents were leaked that contained Timberlands’ new

“ I have deep feelings of sadness for the

logging plans. The leaked plans confirmed the NFA’s worst

destruction of that beauty. We’re sacrificing the

fears. Timberlands were resurrecting an industrial-scale plan
to log in Mountain Beech forests. For the past 25 years,

richness of life on earth− for what? Consumer

governments had rejected this massive ‘Beech Scheme’, but

culture. ”

it was being brought back from the dead. This time the
government were supporting it.
Far from phasing out native forest logging on the West
Coast, Timberlands and the government were making a bold
move to escalate it. Timberlands had worked hard to keep
their plans a secret, a secret the government helped them
keep. It turned out they had already approved the first
phase of the logging scheme, six months earlier, without
releasing any information to the public. Promises to consult
with the public on the beech scheme were forgotten.
Processes to keep citizens involved with decision-making
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“ I realise how much we were mentored at the time

make. In any act of civil disobedience, there’s a good

by Nicky Hager, how much we were guided and

chance someone will be arrested. The group still had to

encouraged, supported and pushed to keep going.

decide who those someones would be. Eight people had
been arrested while blockading a logging road in Charleston

He could explain what we were feeling, how hard it

forest the week before, and others had previously been

was, and the the importance of not giving up. ”

arrested and trespassed, many were reluctant to go out on
another limb. Eventually, two activists volunteered. Steve
Abel and Bridget Gibb. Bridget was a veteran from the 1977

With the pace of logging increasing, and the government
ignoring public pressure to protect the forests, Native Forest

NFA tree sit occupations, but Steve had never participated
in such a big action.

Action decided to make a statement of resistance. The
government had ignored 10,000 submissions that opposed
the logging. Words hadn’t gotten in the way of the logging.

“ It’s a choice you have to make personally,

But bodies could. In January 1999, five months after

because ultimately you could carry that conviction

Timberlands’ plans were leaked, the group rented a house in

for life. You need to be sure you’re doing it for

Carter’s beach on the West Coast to plan their action.

something you believe in. You need to understand

“ There were mattresses on the floor, beds here
and there... We just crammed everyone in where
we could. ”

the implications of it, the meaning of it, and the
reason for it. ”
The group prepped gear, drafted press releases and
hashed out the risks and possible legal scenarios. Then they

Somewhere in amongst the banter and brainstorms a target

fussed over all the last minute adjustments and plan

was picked, and a plan was made. Some of the group went

changes that always seem to pop up at the last minute. On

and scouted the site, and from the photos they were able to

February 2nd, they woke up early, nerves rising with the

figure out the dimensions of the equipment they needed to

light.
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“ We all got up at some ungodly hour, 4am or
something, and got all kitted up. We walked out
the door, over the road and across a few
paddocks to get to the beach. Then we started
walking up the beach. The whole time we were
thinking− this isn’t going to happen. We’re going to
get found out. We’re going to get stopped. ”
With the dawn creeping up on them, Steve, Bridget and the
others made their way north up Carters Beach. Steve and
Bridget carried a banner and their lock-on devices, Steve
had a bicycle lock, shaped like a D, and Bridget carried

Steve and Bridget ran across the tarmac to the helicopter.

4-inch metal piping welded into a 90 degree angle. She

Bridget got underneath it, locking her arms into the box lock

could slide an arm in each end of pipe and chain her hands

around the wheel’s axel. Steve scrambled onto the roof and

together. These basic tools are an activist’s best friends. Get

unfurled his banner: stop the choppers.

yourself onto the target, make yourself hard to get off. The
group moved inland, and came at the Westport airfield from

“ Because the rotor system was so huge, I could

the back. In front of them, sitting on the tarmac, was the five

sit against the base of it with the props over my

tonne Russian helicopter. The same helicopter hired to pull

head. I got my D-lock around my neck and part of

thousands of native trees from the forest. Timberlands
rented it for 2-3 week periods at a time, when there were lots

the rotor system. ”

of trees to be picked up. It never stayed in Westport long, so
now was their chance.
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When Bridget and Steve were locked on, the group’s

“Fifteen years ago we went anti-nuclear and it has been the

spokesperson Sean Weaver sent a release to the media:

pride of the nation ever since. We need to take an equal

"This helicopter has enabled Timberlands to gain access to

pride in our native forests and protect what is left of them on

rich pockets of remote forest that have been protected by

public land for future generations. We want our nation to

their isolation until now. The helicopter is not an innocent

enter the next millennium with a clean conscience."

device for plucking trees like flowers from the garden. It
enables the systematic removal of centuries-old rimu and

The papers picked it up and footage of the action was

beech trees from our rainforests. The rotor’s rhythmic drone

broadcast on national television. But media sound bytes, no

is the death call for plants and animals that cling to survival

matter how snappy, cannot capture the essence of direct

in our delicate lowland forests. The logging of what little is

action. It’s not about what’s said, it’s about what’s felt. People

left of our public native forests is the crime of the century.

remember how it inspired them, surprised them or

The anti-greenie hype is a political smoke screen designed

aggravated them. People remember the raw emotion

to hide the exploitation of local people and local resources.”

captured in the images or the footage. Those who take
action remember what it feels like to take it. At this point,
Steve and Bridget were committing more than words and
argument to the forests. They had committed their bodies.
They would have to own their actions, and their values,
come whatever consequences or critique. Civil
disobedience is an opportunity to embody your dissent. But
it can also be boring. And uncomfortable. Once the initial
adrenaline spike gave way, Steve and Bridget had to twiddle
their thumbs to pass the time, and remember to look serious
for the cameras.
Then the loggers showed up.
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“ They arrived with a Russian engineer, the

What if he just gets up there, opens the cab and

specialist responsible for looking after the

switches on the engine? I had the key for the

helicopter. I couldn’t hear what sorts of

D-lock taped to the inside of my leg so I had the

conversations were happening on the ground, but

option of unlocking myself if that were to happen.”

then the Russian engineer started looking at the
helicopter. And he only looked at the helicopter− as
if I wasn’t there. He never made eye contact with

The engineer climbed down without, to Steve’s relief, turning
ton the rotors. At 9:30am the police and the fire department
arrived and climbed up to Steve.

me, never looked at me, never talked to me or
anything. He just looked all around me. Only at the
helicopter. Then he climbed up the back side of
the helicopter where I was, and again just looking
all around to see if there was damage anywhere,
but we weren’t there to damage the helicopter. He
was looking at the rotor and it was quite a surreal
experience, because it was quite literally as if I

“ The cops managed to get chunky loppers to cut
my through D-lock, but they had a mission getting
Bridget off. Bridget was underneath the helicopter
around the wheel braces. They had to grind her off
with an angle grinder, with sparks flying
everywhere. That was pretty scary. She was so
brave. She didn’t pull her arms out, so they ground
through the metal piping. The fire department guys

wasn’t there. He was just looking at the machine.

were really cool and chucked a damp towel over

The thought went through my head- what happens

her face so the sparks wouldn’t burn her as the

if these guys... don’t give a fuck?

grinder was going. It took nearly an hour, but
eventually they got her off. So we all got arrested. ”
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Steve, Bridget, and a few other supporting NFA members

infiltrated environmental groups to gather information.

were taken to the station in Westport and given fish and

They’d sparked the rumour that NFA ‘eco-terrorists’ had

chips for lunch. The generosity was deceiving, as

planted a bomb on the logging helicopter. Shandwick also

immediately afterwards they were piled into an unforgiving

organised an ‘independent’ West Coast group to oppose

police van with no ventilation or seat belts, and driven two

Native Forest Action, drafting letters to the media on their

hours along the winding roads to Greymouth police station.

behalf. This successfully manipulated the media, the

Hiding their vomit in their clothes, they kept up

public, and politicians by cultivating what appeared to be

appearances as they were lead out of the van past police.

authentic public support for native forest logging. But
they’d gone further than that. Leaked documents showed

“ Those cops on the West Coast were a law unto

that Shandwick consultant Rob McGregor had used his

themselves. They were different from cops I’ve

contacts at the Civil Aviation Authority to head off their

encountered just about anywhere else. We sat in

investigation into the incident where the helicopter
endangered NFA member Jean Coleman. In a fax stamped

this awful lock-up in Greymouth for ages, then we

CONFIDENTIAL, McGregor told Timberlands not to expect

came before a judge who remanded the case till

any trouble from the pending investigation. Timberlands

later. ”

were also doing their best to influence the upcoming
election. They paid Shandwick to run a PR campaign
against the Labour Party, who were at odds with logging

In August of 1999 their campaign had a breakthrough.

plans. The leaked documents also revealed that Prime

Nicky Hager and Bob Burton released a book, ‘Secrets and

Minister Shipley was aware of, and supported, the

Lies’, after receiving the ‘Timberlands papers’− hundreds of

underhand lobbying. The avalanche of public scrutiny

pages of leaked correspondence between Timberlands’

following the release of ‘Secrets and Lies’ contributed to the

and their public relations company, Shandwick. The lengths

Labour party being elected in November, on the promise

and depths of their anti-environmental PR campaign were

that they would put an end to native forest logging in

monumental. On Timberlands’ instructions, Shandwick had

publicly-owned West Coast forests.
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“ In the end 137,000 hectares of forest was protected. We formed lifetime friendships
really, through doing that work. There was something about the social community
element of it... and the humanness of that. ”
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“ We helped bring native forest logging to an end

“ Judge Kerr did this great summing up. He said

on crown land. We stopped the beech logging

the fact that the newly elected Helen Clark

scheme from going ahead, which would still be

government had protected these forests was a

going on now. We had a celebration. I still feel

vindication of the position that we’d taken. He

really privileged to have been the one on that

said− I can’t not convict you, because you’ve

helicopter− it takes a whole team to make that

clearly done what you’ve been accused of doing.

happen. It deepened my belief in the power of
non-violent direct action. ”
They reveled in gratitude and relief that their efforts had
helped preserve the diversity of life earth, if only for a
moment.

But you can wear your convictions as a badge of
courage. ”
The passion and camaraderie of the Native Forest Action
campaign resonated deep in the hearts of those involved.
What Steve found in the forests of the West Coast stayed
with him through his pursuits of a more alive world.

A year after Steve and Bridget locked on the the logging
helicopter, they were summoned to appear in court. In spite

“ I was a musician before I was an activist, and

of the forests being protected and the logging being

after Native Forest Action I wrote a song called

stopped, there were still charges against their names. Their
lawyer stood up to make their defense, and spoke of the

Beautiful Fish. It reflects on a forest dying, but a

intrinsic value of living beings. Steve and Bridget had acted

seed remaining. Even though there’s all this

unlawfully, but their actions called attention to legal

destruction and catastrophe, there’s this seed... ”

injustices.
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“ ... and that seed is hope. ”
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III

Happy Valley

“ We lost our battle on the Waimangaroa valley. ”

She swallowed.

Jojo choked on her words. Of all the campaigns I’ve ever

“ But... I think the dynamics of the coal industry are

encountered in Aotearoa, few trigger such raw and uncut

forever changed, because of the work that we

emotion as the fight to save Happy Valley. The valley sits in

did.”

Upper Waimangaroa, northeast of Westport on the West
Coast of the South Island. For a long time I’ve wanted to

Tears brimming, I sat across the table from Jojo, propped

know what happened there.

my tape recorder between us, and asked her to take me
back to Happy Valley.
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“ We were the next generation of activists after
Native Forest Action. When I was in high school I
remember looking up the NFA protests on a clunky
dial-up computer, wishing I was a bit older so I
could go and camp in the trees too. ”

Jojo McVeagh
Photo: Maria Petrukhina
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“ I first found out about Happy Valley when I was an

an open-cast coal mine. The site was a high altitude red

ecology student at Massey University in Palmerston

tussock wetland called Happy Valley. Some concerned

North. We studied the resource management act
and quota management systems, tools that are

locals were seeking support to oppose the mine. Geoff Key,
who worked for conservation organisation Forest and Bird,
started searching for young activists and students to join the

supposed to protect our ecosystems and

campaign. He heard about Jojo’s work in student politics

safeguard them for future generations, but often

and environmental groups, and got in touch with her. A

they don’t. I had an amazing ecology lecturer called

proposed coal mine gave student activist groups a different

Mike Joy, who taught us how management

type of challenge, which aligned with the issues Jojo was
studying in ecology. The wetlands of New Zealand were

systems were supposed to work, but also about

being destroyed at an alarming rate. Happy Valley also had

how the systems were failing. ”

a well-established kiwi population. Introduced kiwi predators
like stoats and ferrets don’t do well in areas with low

“ I got involved in Massey’s student environment

temperatures and high rainfall, so the wetland valley made
an ideal place for kiwi pairs to lay their eggs. The Happy

group, and we spent time advocating for cycle

Valley kiwis formed a resilient mainland population that

ways, organising beach clean ups, running film

could survive without much predator intervention, a rarity in

nights... but sometimes it felt like we were treading

New Zealand. Protecting important habitats for charismatic

water, or not even treading water.”

and iconic fauna was a big draw card for Jojo, and she soon
found herself contacting other student environment groups
around the country to build interest in the campaign. The

In 2004, locals on the West Coast got wind of a proposed

imminent threat of a coal mine was an opportunity to do

mine in the Upper Waimangaroa. Solid Energy, a

something meaningful for the ecology of New Zealand: stop

state-owned enterprise, had plans to turn 250 hectares into

the mine, save the valley.
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“ I didn’t mean to take on the responsibility, it was

“ We had about twenty people. There were five or

just way more interesting than schoolwork. It felt like

six or us from Palmerston North, some from

I was doing something useful. It was real, and it

Canterbury and Otago, and a few others from the

was tangible.”

Auckland and Wellington activist scenes. We
hitched down to Westport and stayed a couple of

Jojo organised a trip down to the West Coast to visit Happy

nights on someone’s lounge floor while we sorted

Valley in the Easter break. She sent emails north and south,

through our gear, bought food, got our press

inviting student activist groups to meet on the West Coast
and hike into the Waimangaroa. They planned to occupy the
site for a week to raise the profile of Solid Energy’s coal

releases ready to go, and organised rides to the
end of the road. ”

mining plans. It put Jojo’s logistical skills to the test.
The group researched Solid Energy’s coal-mine proposals,

“ It was heaps more fun than going to class. I spent
a lot of late nights in the uni computer labs

and collected information about the flora and fauna that
would be threatened if the mine were to go ahead. Among
the species in the area was Powelliphanta patrickensis, an

organising people, deciding what banners to paint

ancient species of carnivorous snail, its lineage twice as old

and what we were going to take down with us. It

as the coal beneath it. Local Forest and Bird members drove

felt so much more worthy to be organising people

the group to the end of the four wheel drive track. Then they

to be involved with this coal campaign, instead of
another beach clean up or film night. ”

guided them for three hours’ hike along a rough trail through
low forests of mountain beech and pygmy pine, through
streams and over flat stretches of sandstone rock and
bluffs, into Happy Valley.
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“ Happy Valley is a place people don’t go a whole

“ I remember the first morning we woke up there.

lot, because it’s not a big beautiful forest. It’s a

I’ve got a photo that I took out the door of my tent

scrubby, tussocky, wet place. There are species

and it’s just this amazing mist that’s sitting low in the

out there that haven’t been discovered or

valley. To have spent all this time working towards

described... It’s easy to sit in a lecture theatre and

being there, and then to wake up on this magical

say we should save this place because it’s

morning and look out over this valley with this mist

ecologically important. It’s easy to have all those

hanging in it and this bright clear sky, when

scientific and rational answers. But when you

everyone just tells you that the west coast just rains

actually go there, when you spend three hours

all the time, and it’s a wasteland out there... it can

walking in with wet boots, and you set up your tent,

really shift your perspective. ”

make good friends, and have a little camp fire each
night... when you drink out of the stream and you
go skinny dipping and you see kiwi footprints and
shooting stars... it becomes so much more real. ”
“ You know the stream where you fill up your water
bottle, you know the weka that comes into camp
and causes trouble all the time. It’s personal, then.
It’s a place that you know. ”
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“ We put out a press release saying that we were a

“ We’d been in the valley for a week while other

network of environment groups from all around the

students had been partying, and there was a

country and we were planning to stay for a week in

disconnect between those of us who had seen the

the valley to oppose the proposed coal mine. We

place and those who had heard about it. It felt hard

heard that Solid Energy organised an emergency

because I thought that if people studied ecology

meeting. Knowing that we’d shaken them up was

and environmental sciences that they would want

pretty powerful. They’re a big company and we

to be involved in the practical side of things, you

were just some rag tag students in tramping boots,

know? I was a bit disillusioned about university. I

and we could shake them. ”

thought students would be fired up about social
justice issues, but it felt like that wasn’t happening.

Jojo and the rest of the group spent the week discussing
how and why they should save the valley from Solid Energy’s
mining plans. Beneath the mosaic of shrubs and trees and

Student debt was climbing and people were having
to pass papers and didn’t have the time to protest.

streams, of native snails, kiwi, kaka and long-tailed bats, lay

People get outraged about issues during lectures,

5 million tonnes of coal, coal that would end up burning into

then at the end of the lecture they go home, and

a warming, carbon-heavy atmosphere. Happy Valley’s

nothing changes. But we had become connected

ecosystem and the world’s climate were under threat from

to that valley, and we felt an obligation to save the

the same mine. They formed a coalition called Save Happy
Valley, and returned to their cities and universities around

place because of our connection to it.”

the country to grow their campaign. Their visit had stirred
something in the group that they tried to convey to others.

And so began the fight to Save Happy Valley.
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I unpacked the box Jojo posted me after our interview. It was full of
campaign materials made by the Save Happy Valley coalition, ten
years ago. I sat surrounded by thousands of hours’ creative work.
Stickers, posters, t-shirts, info sheets, donation forms, mock
environmental reports from Solid Energy, postcards to the government.
They really had tried everything. I scrolled through their old press
releases, captured, timeless on the internet. December 2004“Protesters dig up Solid Energy’s lawn in Christchurch dressed as
kiwis, and attempt to relocate staff.” August 2005- “Three Solid Energy
coal trains stopped from reaching Lyttleton Port when protesters
locked on to train tracks.” October 2005- “Environment Court grant
permission for Solid Energy to go ahead with mine in Happy Valley.”
28th January 2006- “Over 75 people
begin an ‘indefinite’ occupation of the
proposed coal mine site in Happy
Valley.”
Activists from all around New
Zealand would keep that camp
occupied for three
years.
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“ Often we put down a tarp and slept outside
under the stars. I remember nine of us lying in a
row counting shooting stars one night... we
formed such amazing friendships.”
Tarps, tents, yurts, pots, pans, jackets, food, radios,
rope... everything they needed to live in the valley had
to be carried for three hours through the mud and over
the sandstone of the Waimangaroa. The Happy Valley
coalition planned to be there, and to be there until plans
to tear up the valley were off the table. As of late 2005,
Solid Energy were within their legal rights to scrape the
living layer of flora and fauna from the valley floor. Jojo and
other activists were breaching the legal system just by being
there. The group had to practice one of the oldest, but often
forgotten arts of our ancestors- how to ‘be’ in a place. And
how to ‘be’ together with others. Whether it was stormy
weather or stormy conversations, the challenges the group
faced living in the valley are the oldest known to our
species. In our culture, we don’t often let things be, nor does
our culture let us be. We have to learn, but learning can feel

like remembering. Memories of how to be in a place are
buried deep in our bones. If we let our frantic flesh quieten,
we can hear them. Each cell echoing a call old and rhythmic
as life itself- “live”. By living in that space, surrounded by
other forms of life that were living there also, the group came
to be in Happy Valley. And as they breathed in the wind, as
the stream ran through their veins, and as light glanced off
the trees into their eyes, Happy Valley came to be in them as
well. The group made a shift from building their knowledge
of the valley, to exchanging knowledge with the valley.
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“ An entomologist in our group
had a report on what species lived
in the region, but he was finding
species that weren’t listed
because people hadn’t explored
the valley properly. It seemed
outrageous that anyone could plan
to destroy a place without even
knowing what was there. ”

Cupped in the palms of the hills, the group spent time building a more intimate picture
of the valley and those that lived there. They studied transects of the wetland,
illustrating and identifying the types of life and community threatened by mining plans.
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“ Once Solid Energy saw that we were going to

at the bottom of Mt Augustus as its top was being blown off.

stick around for a while they started getting more

This halted the explosions, for a while. People continued to

concerned about it. The coal mining they were
doing north of Happy Valley at Stockton was largely

come and go from Happy Valley, keeping the site occupied
and holding Solid Energy and their diggers at bay. The
group took journalists and members of parliament into the

unseen by the rest of the country. We really did

valley to show them the unique species and landforms.

raise their profile, and not in a good way. ”

Keeping the occupation going, along with public awareness
efforts, actions and court cases, was exhausting work. Jojo

Solid Energy’s annual coal production was generating more
carbon dioxide than all the vehicles in New Zealand put
together. There was no legal framework in place to protect

continued to split her time between university and the Save
Happy Valley coalition.

the climate, so the group focussed on publicising the

“ Sometimes just the sheer volume of work we

ecological significance of threatened coal plateaus in the

were doing felt unsustainable. So many late nights

Waimangaroa. With Happy Valley occupied, Solid Energy

in the uni computer labs, not having a computer or

fast tracked other mining projects nearby. The group heard

anything. It felt like we’d been talking about the

explosions on Mt Augustus as the mountain top was being
removed. Mt Augustus was the only known home of another

issue for years, and we kept meeting people that

endangered snail, Powelliphanta Augustus. The group made

hadn’t even heard about it before, or weren’t really

snails ambassadors, a metaphor for the loss of ancient

interested. Some people who were studying

species. They were protected under the Wildlife Act, and the

ecology didn’t really give a shit about the

group took Solid Energy to the high court in 2006 for
proposing to destroy 94% of the snails’ habitat. They lost the
case, and the clearance continued. A few activists camped

campaign, or the practical applications of ecology
and what ecology actually means. ”
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“ I found it really challenging, the frustration of trying

against you. The court system didn’t work for some

to relate to other students who I felt should really be

really important things, rules existed for no reason

onside and behind us to save Happy Valley. At

or didn’t make sense... or something couldn’t

university everybody cared in theory, but people

happen just because there wasn’t a structure or a

weren’t prepared to get off their butts to practice

flow chart or an official process for it. The Resource

that. I failed a bunch of my courses because I was

Management Act couldn’t address the climate

working on the campaign instead of showing up to

change issue. There wasn’t a mechanism for

class. Eventually I bailed from university. ”

looking after the macro-scale environment. You can
save snails but you can’t save the climate under the

“ It felt like the university and theoretical world

laws that were in place. I realised some official

where you learn about ecology in books felt very

processes are fundamentally wrong. I remember

different from the tangible world. It felt like the

sitting in the valley that Easter when we first walked

academic world was more black and white, there

in, and having a conversation about how we didn’t

were right answers and wrong answers and

need to stop this mine, we only needed to delay it

reasons why. And it felt like the tangible world

by 5 or ten years. Because in 5 or 10 years we’d

wasn’t like that. It felt much more complex than the

have such an in-depth understanding of climate

university world. It felt like there were always

change that there’s no way that the public would

exceptions to the rules. The tangible world felt so

allow a new open cast coal mine to go ahead. We

much more political. The system often felt stacked

genuinely believed that. ”
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I trailed through more old photos and press releases put out by the
Save Happy Valley coalition, starting from 2004, 12 years ago. They
showed court case after court case. The group would take Solid
Energy to court over the snails, then activists would be taken to court
for blocking train tracks. Solid Energy would put out an environmental
report about their rehabilitation and predator control projects, then
Happy Valley group would put out a mock Solid Energy report on acid
mine drainage, river pollution, climate change and the destruction of
biodiversity. They were scoring points and taking penalties, but both
groups were playing different games. Games for public support,
government legislation, and for what they each valued in the valley.
I decided to walk into Happy Valley, and visit the old occupation site.
Jojo sent me maps and pictures of their old camp, and where to find it.
She put me in touch with Pete Lusk, a veteran West Coast activist who
had first cut the trail into Happy Valley. Pete had marked and
maintained the track as groups walked in and out of with food, gear,
and visitors throughout the three years the occupation was running. I
met with Pete on the West Coast, and he drove us down the bumpy
four wheel drive track as far as it would take us. Then we walked.
Packs on our back, sun in our faces, down the same trail that still
winds its way through the memory of those who walked it.
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As we walked, the landscape came alive. I trod along the path,
and it reached out to meet me. The Waimangaroa I knew from
photographs, reports, videos and newspaper articles was
two-dimensional, distant, desaturated. Now, the trees stretched
and breathed into the space around me, the colours came in
and out, up and down, in more variety than a camera or
sentence can capture. The streams seeped into my boots, and
the breeze licked the sweat from my neck. Pete strode steadily
in front of me. He must know this place better than anyone. It
would have taken him hours to mark and cut this track. Carrying
yurts, tents, poles and food into the occupation must have been
an immense effort. We came to another stream. Pete bent
down, scooped some water into his mouth and spat it out again.
“Acid mine drainage. Heavy metals are still polluting the
streams from the Stockton mine. Look at the plants.”
He pointed at the dark velvet and amber-green algae on the
rocks.
“You could spend ten thousand dollars testing what the state of
the plants can tell you about the stream’s pollution.”
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Along the track my eyes wandered from the striking forests
and sandstone bluffs to the little things. Intricate mosses and
gossamer lichens sprung from the shade of the trees. It was
hard to imagine how something so delicate could survive in
such an exposed and wild land. But here they were. Here,
they were thriving. It’s easy to forget about the little things
when we see photos of valleys, of forests and of mountains.
It’s easy to forget the variety of lives that live in the gaps
between larger landforms that catch our crude attention.
Their forms form richer patterns than we often care to notice.
Patterns impossible to pick out in the posters, petitions, and
postcards. But they’re there. The little plants and fungi find
and grow into the spaces between the shrubs, at the feet of
the rocks, on the banks of the streams. The rely on the fine
balance of light and moisture in the microclimate of their
worlds. The shadow cast by a pygmy pine as the sun moves
across the sky affects a lichen’s chances. The warmth and
wet air caught under the low canopies of shrubs shape the
mosses’ gentle creep across the earth. Down close to the
ground at that small scale, the slightest shifts in heat and
matter, matter. The smaller things and bigger things, the
microclimates and the macro-climate, are always in
dialogue. We carried on, and came to a deeper stream.
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“ There was an amazing swimming hole on the walk in where we’d
stop for lunch. Everyone would be skinny dipping and leaping off
rocks and eating peanut butter sandwiches.”
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I jumped from the rock into the cold water. The greens and

strategy information. One of the infiltrators had visited the

golds of the afternoon danced and rippled on the surface.

occupation camp three times. I recalled the sadness in

There’s nothing quite so entrancing as watching water move

Jojo’s voice when she talked about the infiltration.

from one place to the next. How many activists had felt
soothed by the swath and bend of the stream as it wrapped
around the rocks? I imagined them taking off muddy socks
to dip blistered feet in the cool wet, the laughs and shouts

“ It shook people a lot, it broke a lot of trust. We
thought they were good friends. People were hurt

as they flung themselves from the rocks into the pool, filled

by it. Really personally hurt. It felt like a very

with vigour that comes from doing something meaningful for

personal violation. That kind of infiltration is

the land you stand on, filled with the spark that comes from

designed to scare us. We had two options, we

fresh air, mud, and good company.

could be strict about security in order to defend

But they had been betrayed. Pete spoke about it solemnly.

ourselves. Or we could keep inviting new people
along to be part of the group, and keep being

“The Save Happy Valley group got blown to bits. Solid

open to trusting people even though it did expose

Energy paid informants to infiltrate the group, and that really

us to the huge risk of being infiltrated again. We

destroyed them. We’ve had similar things in the past, but not
like this. Spies embedded themselves in the Christchurch

decided that was the way to go. We accepted that

and Wellington groups, and even encouraged them to do

people probably were listening, and people were

things where people might get arrested.”

probably watching us, and reading our emails, but

Solid Energy used public funds to hire two informants to
embed themselves in the group. The two spies passed Solid
Energy the group’s personal as well as campaign and

we should keep doing what we were doing.
Choosing to be open and inclusive was a very
difficult decision, but the right one to make. ”
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We carried on past impressive outcrops of rock. I had seen

make us look like a failure. It was a huge blow in

a lot of New Zealand bush, but I’d never seen anything like

terms of logistics and resources, but also in terms

this. The ecosystems that emerge on top of coal plateaus
are unique. Out on the flat sandstone pavements, my boots

of moral. Our camp was shut down. From that

made a satisfying crunch against the rock. Tiny red rimmed

point on it felt harder. Solid Energy made a strategic

carnivorous plants pushed through minute cracks in the

decision to wait us out, and focussed on other coal

rock. Unless you looked closely you would miss them. We

projects. It was heartbreaking, but there was a

got closer to Happy Valley. My mind wandered back to my

group of us staunchly determined not to give up.

interview with Jojo.

“ The other big hit was when our camp got shut

We realised we didn’t have to be active all the time,
we could play the waiting game too. ”

down. The continuous occupation had been going
on for about 3 years, but occasionally in the harder

And so they had waited, until one of them realised Solid

parts of winter nobody would be there. Police and

Energy’s resource consent for the Happy Valley mine was

Solid Energy went in with helicopters and packed

about to expire. They would have to reapply for consent to
start the mine. With more knowledge of ecology and climate

everything up and flew it out to Westport. Our

change, and with the price of coal dropping, consent might

whole camp was physically removed, all the

be harder to get. The group took Solid Energy to court to

equipment that we’d spent years carrying in, piles

challenge them, arguing they shouldn’t be granted new

of extra warm clothes and food and tarps that were
stored there. Then they put out a press release that
the camp was abandoned, which was designed to

resource consent for a coal mine in Happy Valley.

“ That court case felt in many ways like the last line
of defense. It was our last stand. ”
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It went wrong. The court found that Solid Energy had built a

We walked up the last hill in the afternoon light. Pete

road into Happy Valley. By building the road, they had

stopped at the top, hands on his hips. I walked up behind

officially started work on the mine. This meant that, legally

him. After weeks of writing and digging through old photos,

speaking, they had enacted their resource consent. In 2009

here I was, in the flesh. The air was still and quiet, at last I

the court ruled that Solid Energy could keep their mining

got my first real look at Happy Valley.

consent. But consent wasn’t the court’s to give.
They had ripped its heart right out.
We kept walking. Ahead of us, two signs were nailed to a
post. The top sign was larger, and green.

“ We weren’t there, we couldn’t see what was
happening. When we saw the photos that came

‘STOP! Weed-free beyond this point. Boot Washing Facility.
Use this facility to remove all visible soil/vegetative matter

through, that they’d made big pits in what used to

from your boots and boot treads prior to entering the area.

be this beautiful valley that we spent so long in and

This will help stop weed infestations caused by the

camped in and got to know personally... now there

transportation of weed seeds.’

are these huge pits where they’re extracting coal...

Below the sign was a bucket of water with weed killer in it, to
help stop native species being strangled and smothered by

It just seems so frustratingly wasteful and arrogant
and… it’s tough. ”

invasive ones. The second sign was smaller, and white.
Jojo’s words echoed in my head. I had never seen her cry
MINE LAND

before our interview. The anguish had risen in her throat,

MP 41-515

breaking her words, joined by tears of profound grief. I could

DANGER

see why. As we walked down the hill into the valley towards

MINE WORK IN THIS AREA

the mine, I stopped, reeling. I took a photo.
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“ It just feels like it’s so arrogant and futile to destroy

She was bigger than any native spider I’d seen. The silken

this place to take out coal. It’s such an out-dated

bed would hold her babies. Carefully I replaced her rock.

technology, that’s not worth any money anymore. It
just feels... It’s up against all logic. And that’s why
it’s so frustrating, because there’s no sense in it. ”
Pete and I walked up into the trees at the edge of the mine
where the old occupation camp use to be. I could see where
they had pitched the yurts, and the little paths trodden into
the dirt from years of walking to and from the cooking and
sleeping areas. While we were pitching our tents I
moved a rock. Nestled underneath it,
there she was.

You would never know she was under it, bringing a new
generation into the world. I walked around the old camp.
The low beach trees were catching the last rays of sunlight.
If I kept my back to the mine, I could forget it was there.
I felt uneasy when I looked into the valley. Not because I was
horrified, but because I wasn’t. Scenes of environmental
destruction had become so familiar they weren’t quite real
any more. Looking at photos of mines, it’s hard to imagine
the lives that ended when the digging started. The Happy
Valley story was so harrowingly predictable, I found it hard to
connect with what once was. Easier to connect with what
was left. But for many, the valley floor and all that had lived
here was very much real. Pete looked tired, and quietly sad.
I asked him how it felt, being back in this place.
“It’s pretty devastating, I know they’re only going for the
cheap coal, the shallow coal, so they’re going to rip through
as fast as they can.”
Those that fell in love with this place left parts of their hearts
in the red tussock wetland, to be ripped up alongside it.
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“ I come up here every three months,
so I see it going… bit by bit.”
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I could taste it. An acrid sting on my tongue, in my nose. I
could hear it. A metallic ringing in my ears, though the air
was still and heavy. Through the soft sounds of birds and
rain, now there echoed screams of metal on rock. I could
feel it. A magnetic, tugging confusion. They had disrupted
something very old. Something that took thousands of years
to settle lay ripped up and exposed. I felt like the world did
not want to be touched here, in this way, in this deep place.
Its surface was covered with life and magic for us to marvel
at, but we tore that aside for something we think we wantfor energy that is not ours. For fuel and fire that will leave us
dry, and help our world cease to sustain us.
A stream trickled like a severed vein down the steep side of
the mine and down into the pit. Down over layers of earth
and rock. Each layer a story. A story of beings, of weather,
of the land’s movement. Stories of what and who had
happened here. They had clawed and dug, deep into the
memory of the earth. And they had taken it away to burn.
The compact remains of creatures and trees and swamps
from centuries past would be incinerated into a feverish
atmosphere, already thick with amnesia. We are robbing
graves to burn the dead. It was... disturbing.
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Yet around the mine, life continues. I was struck by how

adding its note to earth’s tune. If we could only hear it over

much is left for us to leave living. Dew still cloaks the moss

our racket, we may be able to come in on the right key, to

in the early morning, red tussocks drink from the stream,

add something graceful to its rhythm. But we’ve become

wekas rustle around the old campsite. The moss and its

tone deaf. If we want to play a more harmonious melody,

surrounding microclimate exchange pulses of energy and

we need to listen to all scales of life. But we cannot get a

moisture. And the global climate beats with the pulse of

better ear for scales of life without honouring the scale of

every microclimate in the world. Life at every scale is

loss, and our legacy of its crescendos.
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Pete.
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“ The fact that we are, to this day, opening up

“ We put a lot of energy into our battle to save the

more fossil fuel reserves is incredibly short sighted.

Waimangaroa valley, and we lost, ultimately. We’ll

Don’t we know better than that now? ”

never see all the implications of the work that we
did. We have changed the conversations in ways

I know why they created the term ecocide. When we destroy
intricate beings, the fine details of the planet, we make
worlds smaller, and shorter. It would take a lifetime to

that we don’t know yet. I think ultimately our ideas
are right, and we shouldn’t hide them. I think in the

understand the stories and relationships of the beings that

long run we’ll win. We lost that battle, but the

were lost from a small square of the valley floor. Is it even

bigger picture stuff, trying to protect the climate…

possible to know what a valley’s worth of coal will do to the

it’s not over yet by any means. Along the way there

earth’s climate? We can crudely calculate its carbon

will be people that try to stop us by every means,

content, and estimate how much its release may affect
temperature. But we cannot tell a heat stroke victim’s family

but I think ultimately the strength of our ideas will

their loved one’s fate was sealed when a digger bit through

get us through. ”

the stream in Happy Valley. The melodies between the micro
and the macro are ours to hear, if we choose to listen. And if
we do, we are still faced with the scale of responsibility. How
high or low do we go? The CEO who signs forms, the person
that drives the digger, the hospital that puts coal in their
boiler? None of them, and yet all of them. The scale of the
climate crisis is systemic. So where are the keys and the
chords and the notes we need to change our tune? Can we
find the courage, the energy to play something different?
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We collected dead branches and twigs from surrounding

dies. In turn, the microclimate that the vegetation creates is

trees. There is a primordial joy that comes from bringing a

lost, and it no longer helps create weather that returns the

fire to light in the dark. The wood’s smoke curled above us,

water. Communities have to move further and further to find

combustion unlocking carbon from twists and knots of

dead wood, to find fuel. Our use of fossils as fuels is altering

branches. It spread and wisped towards the trees that

the capacity of the climate to keep growing the other fuel.

captured it as it once was, carbon and oxygen passing in
the breeze. It felt good, being close to our fuel source. What

The moon slipped up overhead, casting a tree’s shadow with

the trees plucked from the wind and soil, we were returning

its light. Kiwis were beginning to call to each other. Pete told

to the night’s air, just metres away. There is a difference

me there were 12 pairs of kiwis nearby, at least there were

between burning coal and burning wood. When you burn

before the mine started. We listened to their calls fill the

wood, you’re releasing what a branch took from the

valley with sound. I began to feel the magic of this place.Of

atmosphere over its life. When you burn a piece of coal, you

the life that’s left. It must have touched something deep in

release what many, many, more organisms took a long time

those that came here, and those that tried to protect it. It is a

to take from the atmosphere over their lives long ago- all at

great sadness our culture has a process for honouring the

once. It has a disproportionately large affect on the

death of a person, but no clear ritual for honouring the life

composition of our atmosphere. And as we start wars and

and loss of a place. And we are losing so many. The open

dig mines with the fossil fuel crisis on our minds, we forget

wound in the valley remains an unsealed wound in those

about The Other Fuel Crisis. For many countless

who lived and loved in it.

communities around the world, dead wood is the main

Those who Happy Valley held,

source of fuel for light, cooking, warmth. Communities rely

now hold Happy Valley

on nearby trees to live, grow, shed branches, and die, so

somewhere deep,

they can meet core needs. As the climate changes, lands

intact, and alive...

that once grew trees are experiencing desertification. As the
weather that brought the water changes course, vegetation
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Because the valley wants to live. It pushes back from the edges.
It reclaims the cracks, it fills the gaps. It seals the tears we make
in the land, and steals our tears of loss to water its seeds.
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IV

Denial
4

DENIAL

Never, in all my life, had I felt more lifeless. June 6th 2017.

Me: I should be fine.

I woke up in the top bunk of a Wellington hostel at 2am. My
heart racing uncontrollably, pumping panic through my

Body: You won’t. You won’t. Could die.

body. I shouldn’t be here. Not in this state. I should not have
said yes to this. Chemicals coursing through my blood all

Me: Shut up. Shut up shut up.

screamed the same thing. Don’t. Don’t go up there. I got out
of bed and into the bathroom. Gripping the sink, I looked at

Body: Danger. So much danger. Back OUT.

the mirror. The mirror stared back at me. A tide of fear was
rising in my chest.

Me: NO. YOU WILL GET UP TOMORROW AND YOU WILL
CLIMB THAT CRANE.

Body: This is not a drill.
I tore away from the mirror, and buried myself under the bed
Me: Can’t back out now.

covers. Morning came in a blur. Put things in bag. Harness.
Helmet. Get in the van. Verena, Johno, Nick and me. Van

Body: You’re an emotional wreck, have been for weeks.

stopped. Go. The others pulled the fence apart for us to slip
through. I followed them. Still dark. Torches. Another fence.

Me: That’s why this is important. I need this.

Up ladder. Carpet over barbed wire. Onto crane. Easy. Now,
climb. Arm over arm. Foot above foot. Haul up bags to the

Body: Fall. You could fall. You could fall. You could fall.

platform. Another ladder. Higher. So tired. Now the bags.
Another ladder. Alarms and shouts rang from down below. A

Me: Guess we’ll find out.

trickle down my neck. Rain. Great. Another ladder. Below
and beyond us, Wellington central city was slowly coming

Body: Not the right state of mind. Not safe. Burning out.

into the grey light of dawn. We were higher. Then higher.

!

So high. At least my body was. But the hands gripping each

You’re burning out.

rung weren’t mine. I was somewhere else.
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We climbed until we got to a small enclosed space under

He stepped back, fuming, pacing. The other man appeared

the locked cab of the crane. We needed to climb around the

to be his manager. He was calmer, cooler, and much, much

outside of the cab to get on top. Torches and shouts were

more angry. We tried to explain we were only going to be on

coming up behind us. Nick and Johno began setting up

the crane for a couple of hours, then we’d pack up and

ropes. Verena and I clipped our harnesses into rungs and

leave. He spoke with pure contempt.

hung on the ladder to block it. Verena was just above the
platform below us, I hung above her. Rarely have I seen

“I know what activists are like. You just want to get your

anyone more angry than the two men that reached us.

picture in the paper. Fucking narcissists, the lot of you.”

“Get DOWN! GET DOWN NOW!”

“We understand this is inconvenient, and we’re really sorry.
This isn’t aimed at you, we’re doing this because of the

The bigger one screamed. He began hitting Verena. The

governments’ denial of climate change.”

other one stood back. My voice kept calm.
The bigger man stopped pacing and shouted at me,
“Please stop. Sir, you’re hurting her. We’ll tell you why we’re
here, please stop. You’re hurting her.”

“And what about me feeding my kid? You don’t give a shit
about that do you?”

He began wrenching her shin against the ladder. My words
cracked.

“I really do, actually. I worry about all future generations.”

“I know we’re all distressed under this system but...”

“No you DON’T. I can hear your voice- you’re not even from
this country!”

Verena waved me quiet, and spoke steadily,
I was stung. His voice was desperate, anguished. Whatever
“You’re going to break my leg.”

his story was, it looked painful.
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The other man started up again.

Nick relayed into the radio,

“You’re not doing the climate any favours by wasting the

“They’re telling the police to go fuck themselves.”

thirty thousand dollars of concrete this crane needs to move
this morning- before it goes off.”

“Nick! You’re not helping.”

He wasn’t bluffing. Shit. The bigger man boiled over again.

The colder man got going again.

“GET DOWN NOW!”

“I bet life’s pretty easy when you’ve got Greenpeace to cover
your court costs. Yeah, I know how it works. They pay your

He thrust himself over Verena, and climbed up to where I

way and you get the fame. It’s all about your egos.”

was blocking the entrance to the upper platform. His face
came close to mine, body pulsing with rage.

I rose to the bait.

“Lady, I’m a big guy. Get the FUCK out of my way.”

“Wow. You are good.”

I found a comfortable place to hide, somewhere far behind

“Siana, you’re not helping.” Verena said.

my eyes. My body relaxed. A wave of shock ran through it
as his fist connected with my back. We really were quite

I watched the situation unfold as you would watch a play,

high up. Nick appeared above me, radio in hand.

unsure if I was part of the scene or not. We had practiced for
situations like this, rehearsing what it’s like to be in

“The police are at the bottom. They’re asking both

confrontations. But I could not shake the eerie feeling that

employees to climb down.”

these two men had been to the exact same training, with the
exact same role plays. Their performance was so flawless, it

“I don’t give a fuck!” The bigger man yelled.

couldn’t be real. Where the hell were the police?
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All of us were at an impasse, unable to fulfill our

tell me how empty our efforts felt in the current state of social

responsibilities, unable to abandon them. The bigger man

and climatic affairs. Nobody felt the futility of our actions

appeared to have run out of steam, and stood back, hand to

more keenly than I did in that moment. Finally, two

his brow, forlorn. The other man was steadily furious.

policemen showed up. One of them puffed his chest.

“Look, just come down. You aren’t helping your cause by

“If you want to send a message to parliament, I can make

messing up our contracts.”

that happen for you. Come down, and I will personally escort
you to parliament grounds.”

Verena answered him.
“Thank you. We’re not coming down, but we won’t be long.”
“I run my own building business, I can empathise with how
frustrating this is for you. We only chose this crane because

The younger cop had a different approach, leaning in close.

it’s visible from the parliament buildings. Rex Tillerson arrives
this morning to meet our government, he’s the-”

“You’ve made these men angry. You realise you’ll be
responsible for domestic violence tonight?”

He cut her off.
Verena didn’t miss a beat.
“I know who Rex Tillerson is. We know all about what’s going
on with Trump and his policies. What I want to know is what

“Domestic violence also goes up when we lose the rugby.”

you think your contrived corporate activism achieves by
pissing people off who aren’t your targets, just so you can

The cop flared, outraged.

shout your message at people who won’t hear it.”
“Don’t bring rugby into this!”
That hurt, because I agreed with him. The world’s going to
shit and we’re hanging a banner about it. He didn’t need to

I looked away. You could not write this shit.
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The policemen climbed back down to the ground, the other
two men stayed put. Johno and Nick had rigged ropes and
hauled our gear on top of the cab. I followed them, hands
shaky. Nick helped me clip onto ropes, and I climbed
around the outside of the cab and onto its top. It was raining
properly now, and the wind was picking up. The arm of the
crane stretched out into the grey and the wet above the city.
We called Verena on the radio. She couldn’t detach herself
from the ladder with the men so close to her. If she couldn’t
get up here, I’d have to abseil off the arm to hang the
banner. Could I trust myself on that rope, over the edge? But
Verena shot the gap. Lucky. She clipped into the ropes and
climbed up to join us on the roof of the cab, determined.
“This is hard work, eh?”
I nodded. The hatch underneath us moved. The men must
be in the cab, trying to push up onto the roof. I jumped on
the hatch and held fast to a railing. Nick, Johno and Verena
started rigging the banner along the crane’s arm. I watched
them, quietly relieved I wouldn’t have to move until we were
climbing down. The hatch pushed and thudded underneath
my feet. As Nick and Verena abseiled off the arm of the
crane, the banner unfurled and billowed in the breeze like a
sail. For a moment, I surged with pride in my team.
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Climate Denial. Huuge Mistake. RESIST.

At first, I thought I was getting dizzy. But the crane was
moving underneath me. Someone was turning the arm,

The message referred to the rapid dismantling of climate

Verena and Nick still dangling off it. They were being swung

policy in the US, and Trump’s recent decision to back out of

towards another building. I couldn’t judge if Nick was in

the Paris Climate Change Agreement. It would be visible

danger of hitting it or not, but he was climbing fast up the

from parliament buildings, where the US secretary of state,

rope. I stared, paralysed, the hatch still pushing and

Rex Tillerson, would arrive at any moment. Climate denial is

thudding under my feet. A wave rushed in, and drew out. In

an elaborate game, played by those who see their profits

a flash, I didn’t care any more. About any of it.

threatened by murmurs of climate justice. Tillerson spent the
previous 10 years as CEO of Exxon Mobil, a key player in

I couldn’t see or sense the danger my friends were in. I felt

multi-million dollar campaigns to spread doubt about climate

nothing towards whoever was trying to traumatise them. I

science, and its implications. This helped oil companies

just watched. A distant and apathetic observer of the wholly

maintain their grip on global economies and policy. Denial

insane game playing out before me. On the roof of a nearby

and doubt about climate science have paralysed collective

building, the crane company’s employees were gathered,

action for decades. Debate and denial make it easier for

watching the show. I caught the eye of the bigger man from

governments like ours to wallow in inertia, delaying cuts to

earlier. He was standing with his arms folded. Between us

emissions, or any substantial revision of our production and

stretched the earth’s climate. Between us, the earth’s climate

transportation systems. It makes it easier for them to pass

was changing. Day by day, atom by atom. I grinned at him,

policies that allow deep sea oil and gas exploration. As our

and waved. What else could I do? We’re both just players in

atmosphere changes with every fossil fueled combusted,

the games we’re playing, and pawns in games where we’re

this denial is costing humanity time, and it’s costing us

both being played. In that moment, a game was all it was. A

energy. The banner swayed with the wind, pulling Verena

hollow, reckless game. A tenacious voice in me tried to

and Nick with it.

salvage things, “Don’t pretend you don’t love this wild life.”
But a larger part of me doubted whether I could earnestly

Then, without warning, someone turned on the crane.

wish this earth a future with us on it.
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It was getting hard to tell what game, and whose game, we

exist? Nowhere, everywhere, at once. The climate is as

were playing. By climbing the crane, were we trying to

invisible as it is apparent, elusive as it is familiar. It is the

‘change’ the game by breaking the ‘rules’. If we zoom out,

warmth or the chill between us, all of us, wherever we are on

right out, were we playing by them? Were we playing, or

earth. The climate is built into, and inextricable from, our

playing along? We tell one another that climate change is

sense, sight, interpretation and experience of the world. It

‘systemic’. And by their nature, systems help to regulate

holds our every intimate moment, allowing us to exist within

themselves. If we look at eco ‘systems’ in nature, there will

it. And it exists within us, with every breath, every word,

be always outliers, events that don’t appear to fit the ‘rules’.

every sigh, shout, or laugh. Our social ‘systems’, like the

But even these outlying events can help maintain the overall

climate, are everywhere we are seeing, yet we don’t see

behaviour of the system, by relieving pressure. Our banner

them. They’re in the spaces between us and every other

drop was a deviation from status quo behaviour, but the

being, in every thread of communication we weave. Our

scene we created was a predictable perturbation, formulaic.

‘system’, like the climate, is not something we know of—it’s

Perhaps an act that governments and corporations are

also how we know it. It acts on us, and it’s how we act. It is

happy to include in their scripts, because now it looks like

our act. Encompassing our visibility, it remains invisible.

they are being held accountable. Steam gets released from
the pressure cooker, but it keeps on cooking. Hanging a

Pointing at ‘climate denial’ denies the psychological depths

banner telling people to resist climate denial 50 metres up a

of our challenge. Not only are we in denial about a changing

crane might look like resistance, but it felt like denial. Shout

climate, we’re in denial of our vulnerability to it. Vulnerability

loud enough and you can keep yourself, along with

is not found in graphs and charts and parts per million. It

everyone else, from hearing you. The best place to hide the

lies in the pools of feeling behind our walls of words. But the

truth is in plain sight.

most intimate part of us is sometimes wholly unfamiliar. Our
vulnerability, like a changing climate, is inseparable from us-

What do we mean by climate denial? The ‘climate’ is the

indistinguishable. Yet it’s all too easy to distance ourselves

trends and prevailing averages in the behaviour and

from it, to deny its existence altogether. Knowing that we are

composition of our atmosphere. Where do these averages

vulnerable to threat is not the same as understanding it.
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I may be helping to hang a banner about the perils of denial,

A flood tide inundated my foundations. Nerves were torn to

but I lay buried in its paradoxical depths. Did I deny the

shreds. Detached, adrift. Psychologically, there was

climate was changing? No. I accept that the composition of

nowhere to turn, no home to return to. Neurons fired into

the climate is changing with every turn of a car key, every

nowhere, pathways smoking. Inked contours of my mental

drill of a rig, every chop of a tree. I accept its changing

maps bled and streamed. Sketching boundaries across our

composition increases the amount of energy the atmosphere

world give us a sketchy sense of stability, of safety, but those

retains from the sun’s radiation. I know this changes the

boundaries wash away when the water rises. Ignoring

patterns by which heat and moisture move around the

imminent psychological and emotional damage was easy. I

biosphere, in other words, it affects the weather. It affects

denied my vulnerability, suppressed the existence of a

whether water will be solid or liquid, fresh or salty. It affects

fundamental aspect of my humanity. How can you harm, or

where water will be, and where water won’t be. This affects

care for, something you deny exists? But there is a tipping

who will be hungry, who will be thirsty, who will be dry and

point. I found it. The dams of denial I built to keep myself in,

who will be wet. Did I accept that humans are endangered

and the climate crisis out, burst. When we deny our

by climate change? Yes. But sometimes the truth can’t be

humanity, we burn out, and we drown in floods.

further from itself. Did I accept our vulnerability to a
changing climate? How could I, while I remained in staunch

Again, I caught the eye of the bigger man from the ladder,

denial of my own? I wouldn’t be up this terrifying crane in the

standing on a roof, our deep fragilities cloaked by the

rain if I didn’t effectively deny my own emotional state, and

optical tricks of our system. We had scared each other with

further vulnerability to harm. Did I deny that activists were

our fear. How unprepared we are for threats to our routine,

susceptible to burning out? Of course not. Did I know

even when our routines are threatening us. If we break

burn-out it was a real threat, a threat to anticipate, a threat

ranks, we have to look down. How thin is the ice beneath

avoid? Of course. Did I think I might burn out climbing the

us? How close we are to the edge, all the time. Our

crane? Yes. Did I understand what that would mean?

complicity in the climate crisis is condemning people to lose
those they love most in the world, without a chance to say

Jesus Christ, no.

goodbye. Even if we had the chance, what would we say?
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Climate denial is a denial of the existential threat posed by

A present where the tender parts of us that would see crisis

climate change. Drop a banner about climate denial and we

averted are already dead. Driving ourselves to extinction by

can keep our distance from a far less palatable idea. That

changing the composition of our atmosphere may be more

the existential danger may not lie in the future, but the past.

the more comfortable truth. Better to keep the climate at safe

That climate change may not merely be an existential

distance, out of us. A collection of statistical averages,

danger, but a symptom of it. A by-product of the existential

fluxes of varying degrees, red hotspots on our weather

havoc we’re wreaking on each other. Our ‘systems’ of

maps. Better to point at the thermometers and the beaches,

inequality snakes through our words, our hearing and our

and tell ourselves that’s where the change is going to

vision, keeping some parts of some people offstage, out of

happen. Better to point at the cars and the coal mines, and

sight, out of light and out of earshot. With no space to exist,

tell ourselves that’s where the change needs to happen.

do we cease to? Don’t answer. It’s easier to distance

Better to pretend that denial of climate change is the

ourselves from humanity of those hurt and hollowed out by

problem for humanity, not a denial of humanity itself. Much

our routine. Easier to suppress the parts of us that cannot

better to keep this a game, where the big man on the roof

stomach a full understanding of the harms wrought by our

and I were players. Better to pretend he wouldn’t go home

own behaviour. Emotional distancing that keeps us insulated

stressed, distressed and distracted to the child waiting to

and ‘safe’, is allowing the earth to become insulated, and

see him, and to be seen by him. Keep us as actors in a

dangerous. Dare we face a future where human existence is

theatre, our characters only real while they’re on stage. By

extinguished, or a present where it is already so?

the time the cast bows and the curtain falls you forget how it
ended.
We packed up and climbed down. At the station, a young
policeman took my name. Before he took me to a cell he
asked if I experienced depression. I laughed.
“Come on in, the water’s fine.”
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Into the Forest

“ They picked out the eyes of the forest. ”
I recalled Steve’s grave words we bumped along the old
logging road into Charleston forest. This was the road NFA
activists had once blocked to stop Timberlands removing
Rimu trees. Logging trucks haven’t been through
Charleston for many years, and we were alone on the
gravel road. When we reached the river, Scott and I ditched
the car, hitched up our packs and made our way upstream.
It felt good to be on our feet and off the track. I needed this.
The riverbed was made of large smoothed rocks, the kind
that would twist your ankle if you got too distracted by the
forest standing along its banks. We had to cross the river a
few times as it weaved from side to side of the bed.
Crossing rivers with a heavy pack is precarious business. It
doesn’t take much for the current or a slippery rock to
upturn you without warning. I kept my eyes firmly on my feet
while I shuffled through the water. We were losing the light,
but Scott insisted on pressing on for the ‘ideal’ campsite. I
tried not to scoff. To me this whole place looked pretty
damn ideal. I backtracked on my skepticism when we
rounded the river’s curve and came upon a mossy patch
of bank, fringed with tall grass and tiny trees, tucked
against the edge of the forest.
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By the time we’d gathered some dead wood and stoked a

Scott looked up.

fire, the moon had risen up over the trees. I remembered
the old NFA poster, “Haere Mai. Native Forest Action

“ Don’t just look, listen. It’s easy to caught on what things

welcomes those who respect the forest.” Finally, here we

look like, but what do they sound like? We have a body of

were, and I could breathe. Hello, Charleston Forest.

sound that’s affected by soundwaves around us. City
noises clash and compress, but out here the soundscape

“ Far out. Look at this place. ”

is rich, and soft, and deep. You can feel your self
expanding, because there’s more space for sound...”
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I closed my eyes to listen more consciously. When I

richer than we’re conscious of. The classic philosophical

became still it was difficult to feel the precise boundaries

question popped into my head.

of my body. Where exactly did I finish and the outside
world begin? Without seeing the outlines of fingers, hands,

I turned to Scott.

arms, and legs, the distinction between the world and I
disappeared. Without sight, it was easier to imagine waves

“ When a tree falls in a forest, does it make a sound? That

of sound rippling through my body, my organs, my

only questions whether the phenomenon of sound is

vessels, my cells. When I pressed my fingers hard into my

inextricable from a human’s experience of it. A more

ears I could hear my body’s own sound− the deep thud of

interesting question would be: when a tree grows in the

a heart pushing blood through my system. Pushing me

forest, does it make a sound? ”

through this system. Though we’re not always conscious of
it, our bodies are all moving along to that familiar beat.

“ It absolutely would,” said Scott, “ If we were able to
experience sound on a far finer scale, we would hear life

I imagined my body’s sound waves flowing out to join the

bursting and erupting from the soil. ”

other rivers and eddies of sound around me. The forest’s
vibrations merged with mine. I took my fingers from my

I imagined the rush and roar of trees, ferns and vines

ears and honed in on different insects and birds beyond

stretching into silhouettes against the moonbright sky.

the pops and spits of our fire. Species must evolve to
communicate on so many different frequencies, though our

“ How could anyone have come here to cut down trees? ”

hearing only picks up a narrow snippet of soundwaves.
Our daily experience of sound is limited to what we hear.

Scott laughed darkly. “ Probably to make them into

Or what we think we hear. The full spectrum would be far

pencils. So we can write about the forests that once were.”
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The next morning, we woke up to sun, the moss growing warm
underfoot. I put the billy on for tea and looked up at the forest.
Hard to believe it was once filled with the sounds of chainsaws.
I’ll never forget when my first climbing tree was cut down. I was
seven. I jumped out the car and raced around to the back
garden to clamber up my favourite pine. There stood a short
round stump, and a gap in the air where the tree once grew. A
confusing mixture of shock, anger and sadness hit me. Now
I’m able to recognise those feelings. I’d lost a friend.
Now, everything felt harder.
It wasn’t just what we were doing. It was us. It was all of us.
Within us, between us. The way we are, the boundaries of our
thinking, our prisons of feeling, or numbness. Our stories. Our
cruel division of victims from villains from heroes. Cutting apart
the very core of our beings. It’s not a game, and our games
can’t fix it. I concentrated hard on my tea. Sip. Too soon. Now
the tip of my tongue was scalded. It would be out of action for
the rest of the mug.
I never learn my lesson with tea.
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After breakfast we climbed up the bank and into the lush
smelling bush. Even here, in this remote forest I struggled to
leave my politics behind. The pain and claustrophobia
of loss, wild places shrinking back from the march of
‘progress’. Maybe I could capture the forests'
complexity and magnificence in a way that
would inspire people to celebrate it,
understand it, listen... A camera, sound recorder,
and a pad for my words. Scott looked at me
sideways.
I laughed, “Well how would you supplant our society’s ideology?”
Scott twigged. “Find the root cause of our disconnection from forests.”
“Do you think it stems from our inability to see plants as living beings?”
“Western individualism and objectification is driving us barking mad.”
“So why do we stick to it? What wood get better seeds of thought
phloem through our language?”
“Maybe thoughts and language are what’s stumping us. Maybe we
should leaf language behind, and branch out.”
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I was hiding behind my camera. And my cognition. Holding
the forest at arm’s length for fear of loss. So I gave myself
up. I put down my camera, my sound recorder, and my
words. I came out of my head and into the world, thinking
with my ears, my nose, my eyes, my tongue, my muscles
and my skin. My body fell into the moment, and my mind
slipped from grief of the past, and fears of the future, into
the glory of the present.
I buried my face in the moss-covered trunk of a Rimu.
Pressing my ear close I imagined the water and nutrients
flowing through the cambium. The cambium is the only
living layer of the tree, just under its bark. Strange beings,
trees. Just a thin layer of life, expanding outwards, their
core a woody record of past construction efforts.
What would it be like, being a tree? Of course it’s
hard to imagine− our whole conception
of ‘being’ is tied up with our
humanness.
Then again, why not try?
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Trees have no eyes, so I

I heard Scott moving around in the undergrowth behind

closed mine. I tried to ignore the sight

me, and trees creaking overhead as they leaned against

of my inner eyelids. There was comfort in the Rimu’s

each other. It was disconcerting knowing that I could not

company. We were family after all, even if our last

turn, move, or react. If I were a tree I couldn’t step aside if

common ancestor lived fifteen hundred million years

another tree were to fall, if the river were to flood, or if a

ago. And here we were, sharing a breath. Trees are

stranger were to come and cut me in half. Without my

grounded, so I became still, imagining my feet didn’t

animal reactions, I felt unsettled, vulnerable. I tried to calm

stop at the ground but grew into the soil. I straightened

my frantic pace and come into sync with the forest.

my spine, my trunk, and let the rest of me go. I asked my

Eventually, I slowed. My core became still, and relief

humanness to drift away. My pillar of bones sways, gently.
My thoughts jump and tangle around, my mind demands

seeped in. I absolved myself of responsibility to react
instantly to any stimulus; I could just let the world happen

to march on to the ‘next thing’. But if I were a tree there

around me. Relative to me, all the noise I could hear

would be no whirring erratic thoughts or second-

became faster-paced. I was aware of insects and birds as

guesses. I would not dabble in the past or rush away to

erratic hazes of noise. Timberlands may have “picked out

the future. I would just be. It’s surprisingly difficult not to

the eyes of the forest”, but it could still see. The world

open an eye when a bird calls to your right, or jerk when
a drip of water falls down your neck.

paced fast around me, but deep within, something slowed
down. We may have no game, but trees sure do.
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I began to understand what Scott meant about perceiving

The forest is a place where time doesn’t tick or

sound on a finer scale. As an animal I’m in tune with sounds

tock. Where it doesn’t announce itself by alarms,

that affect my immediate survival. These are usually short,

alerts, reminders, delays or deadlines… If we were to get

sharp pulses of sound. For me to become conscious of a

familiar with the timeline of a forest, would it be a line at all?

sound, I have to be able to perceive a change in the

We drew the line in timeline. We’ve created a life of lines−

soundscape. The soundscape has to change fast enough

baselines, bottom lines, headlines, hard lines, fine lines,

and significantly enough for me to register the difference

declines, inclines, ink lines… The line of time has been with

over time. I’m more likely to notice someone clicking their

us so long we’ve grown accustomed to linearity. We’re used

fingers than I am to notice the radio being turned up very

to imagining a straight, sequential series of events, as time

slowly throughout the day. My perception of sound is bound

moves from one point to a distant other with rigid discipline.

to my perception of time. Our perception of time is relative

Where are the kinks, the curves− the surprises?

to our own experience, it’s not so constant as digital clocks
like us to believe. Trees are slower moving and longer living

The ‘timeline’ entrenches a few assumptions. A single line

than us. If you live longer, the deeper, more gradual

implies there’s one single true thread of time. It implies

changes of sound happen faster relative to your existence.

uniformity, consistency for all things. It makes it look like

There are constant changes in vibrations of the earth, the

we’re all moving in the same direction, at the same speed.

weather, the water. Maybe trees are more likely to perceive

It suggests there’s a shared destination, as we get further

subtle change, though not in the human sense of the word−

from the past, and closer to the future. Amongst other

they don’t have ears or a brain. But maybe trees can react

things, Albert Einstein showed us that time and space are

to these deeper, slower changes in sound vibrations,

not separate from each other, but interwoven in what he

unbeknown to us. Being a human shapes my whole

dubbed ‘spacetime’. Not entirely straightforward. Once we

understanding of life, but sometimes it’s fun to at least try to

start thinking about time as intimately connected with

put humanness aside and step into the world of another. A

space, we can look around ourselves to find new

tree lives a completely different kind of reality. It moves

metaphors for our time on earth. The forest has its own

through time differently.

ways of telling time.
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A tree’s time doesn’t move in lines.
If a tree is severed and you can see the time
of its life in its stump. Each season it rippled from

Detaching myself from the Rimu I came across a huge tree
that had fallen over in a windstorm. Thinking about time as
rings, not lines, reminds you of the cyclical nature of life. A

its core in another ring of bark. Out and out into more space,

tree’s time in the forest isn’t limited to its time alive. When a

into more time. Its time appears in rings. If we thought about

tree dies, its role in the community is far from over. This

our own time as ripples, expanding from within us, each

rotting trunk provided a perfect structure for young

year we’d be given more space than before. Each year we’d

seedlings to spring from. It was giving sapplings a boost up

fill our time with more from within. Time would leave us with

from the forest floor; crumbling into a fertiliser beneath them.

layers of being. Every pulse of our hearts could send a

The decomposers of the forest quickly get to work on fallen

ripple of our time out into space. Every season, more could

trunks, breaking down the carbon molecules and nutrients

be made of our time because we’d meet it fuller, deeper,

locked into the tree throughout its life. The rings that rippled

stronger. We could take more space with our time and more

and expanded during its life again shrink as its building

time with our space. This metaphor appealed to me− it’s less

blocks are pulled back into the community they came from.

stressful than trying to stuff our experiences along one

The dead tree feeds the fungi, the insects, and new plants

crummy, unyielding one-dimensional line. Rings are an

creeping into its gap. The dead tree disperses, into the air,

easier way to build our memories and knowledge. When we

the soil, the water. Its physical form is taken up by

cram our experiences along a line, snippets of knowledge

thousands of living others. When Timberlands were logging

are fragmented, separated from one another by space even

this forest, not only were they depriving the forest of the role

if they’re related. Continuity can be hard to spot. We’re

trees play in life, but the role they’d play in death. In recent

chronically chronological. CHRO(no logic)AL. If we spread

years special permission has been given to remove large

our knowledge around a ring instead, each new season our

numbers of native trees that fell down in West Coast forests

experiences could shuffle and match up by theme with our

during a major storm. Removing dead trees removes the

inner rings. Threads and genres of our
lives may be spotted more
easily, and ring true.

materials borrowed by the tree throughout its lifetime. It
removes the dead tree’s capacity to give and support life.
Because from big things, little things grow.
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Something pricked my hand and jerked me back to the
present. A West Coast blackfly was guzzling at my
blood. She must have mated recently- needing a
feed before laying her eggs. I lifted her up to
the light. As she swelled, she turned a
stunning deep magenta.
Her future generation could be nourished for the mere
price of an itch. If I crushed her now, my welt may be
smaller, but her existence would cease altogether. I have
no idea what her universe is like, so I have no clue what I
would be taking from her. For one, she can fly, which most
of us dream of doing. There was no way I’d rob her of that
out of spite for an itchy bite. I watched her carry a drop of
my lifeblood off into the forest. At least one species was
benefitting from my presence here. We were welcome
guests of the native sandfly.
I tried to ignore her haze of enthusiastic comrades and
crept around the forest floor. Life was unfurling and
tumbling from every conceivable scale. I let my
consciousness wander along the fractalling veins of a
decaying leaf. I stared rudely at insects having sex.
I tickled a mushroom.

I became immersed in the lives of others. When you open
yourself up to intricacy, beauty, fine detail and diversity on
scales beyond your own, the world starts to feel a lot more
spacious.
Patterns of the forest cascaded and piled upon one
another. Some on the surface, immediate and obvious.
They grab your attention, and distract you from looking
more closely. But when you do, you find there are layers to
everything. The deeper patterns reveal themselves usually
when you aren’t looking for them, when you’re letting your
gaze meander unhurriedly amongst twigs and trees and
shoots and leaves. I got lost in the overlapping leaves of
umbrella ferns that stretched overhead.
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Underneath the fronds of the ferns rows of their next
generations were clustered; waiting to be scattered
through the forest. The tiny black dots are sporangia
that hold the fern’s spores. When cells in the wall of
the sporangia dry out they shrink, peeling the
sporangia open. When a gas bubble forms in a cell,
it sets off a chain reaction of gas bubbles in
neighbouring cells, causing the sporangia snap
back into their original position, catapulting the
fern’s spores into the unknown. The lucky ones take
root, and unfurl their patterns over the undergrowth.
The fronds were moving over one another in the
breeze, creating kaleidoscopic patterns with their
leaves and the light between them. Zooming in and
out from the layers gives you completely different
pictures, but it’s still the same pattern. Things can
be both complex and absurdly simple at the same time.

change. If we looked closer at what we have, we might

Patterns of cells, patterns of movement, of sound, of

see something below and beyond the obvious. A change

thought, and feeling. All moving over one another,

of pattern is a change of story. The word ‘forest’ was once

culminating in... this. All of this. The beauty and the

entangled with politics of access and ownership, but if

madness. An imperceptible change to a pattern could

we re-pattern its letters the forest becomes foster, softer,

ripple out and create change on both huge and tiny

of rest. When we learn to see it, the forest can foster

scales. Maybe the solutions we search for are simpler

softer steps, and softer hearts. I got down on my hands

than we tend to think... if we go deep enough. Maybe we

and knees and stared, transfixed, at the tiny plants.

don’t need to look for new and complicated kinds of

Maybe, just maybe, I could slip into their world.
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The afternoon air was growing warm and thick, driving me to

Quiddity- the essence of something, the characteristics that

a swimming hole downstream from our camp. The water was

something or someone shares with others of its kind. Water

a deep emerald, with bright green moss creeping up the far

is an essence of living things, it is a characteristic I share

bank. Leafy plants and trees bowed over the edge of the

with every other being on the planet. In other words, we’re

bank bringing new greens. I took off my clothes. It felt funny,

all of a kind. ‘Quiddity’ is nicely similar to ‘liquid’, the words

standing naked in the riverbed. We’re so awkward about our

and meanings can slide into each other. Liquiddity. I was

own nakedness. Ridiculous really, when you think about it.

suspended in liquiddity, the liquid essence of life on earth.

This is simply what I, a human animal, look like. I jumped in.
Cold. Cold, cold, cold. I ducked under. The icy water parted

My skin started to warm up, soon I was warm all over. Going

and slid gloriously along my skin. I felt my muscles

into shock feels pretty awesome. A breeze whipped up

contracting, pushing back heat against the chill. I kicked

some fluffy white seeds and sent them spiraling up through

against the great mass of mountain water. The millions of

shafts of sunlight above the surface. Those flecks of white

molecules brushing past had already travelled through

dancing against the deep greens of the pool and the

trees, fallen from the sky, and trickled over the soil to join

moss-covered bank made me wee a little. For all that I

together on their journey back to sea.

enjoyed pretending to be a tree, sights like these make me
exceedingly grateful for my eyes.

As far as we know, all forms of life require water. That
miraculous little molecule we’re made of. Pushing through

I tucked the scene away in my memory, for the next time I

such a vast mass of water felt like pushing through the

needed to marvel at the privilege of being human.

greatest potential for feeling, experience, thought and love.
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That night we re-stoked our fire. I perched on a
rock, twisting my toes together in thought.
“You know what we should do Scott? Mine, frack
and drill up a whole shit-tonne of materials to
leave this rock and find ourselves another planet.
You know, one that's got life on it.”
“Good idea. Then we could build a big dick on it.”
“Of course. It wouldn’t be ours if we didn’t put a
dick on it.”
Later in the night it rained hard, and my eyes
swam through patterns of the forest. Humans love
patterns like nothing else. Maybe we're starved of
beautiful intricacy in plain urban environmentsmaybe that's why our brains latch instead to
unhelpful patterns of thought. I drifted to sleep
and my mind grew thick with tiny plants.
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By the morning the river had risen considerably. Going back

to give in to exhaustion, or worse, to panic. We took it in

the way we came in was too dangerous with that many

turns to edge forward. I felt a crack. My trusty stick had

crossings. Our compass and map got us through the forest

snapped and was abandoning me. On the bright side it was

and onto a track, but we had to cross the river at least once

one less limb to worry about. Finally, adrenaline started to do

to reach the car. Tonnes of water rushed down from the hills

its job and I found my flow, leaning against the current to

and over the boulders, funneling into rapids further

balance on the slippery rocks. My feet found a new rhythm

downstream. Now was certainly the time to err on the side of

and worked their way to stability more quickly. The sheer

caution and delay our crossing. We didn't. About halfway

power of the river bearing down on us began to thrill more

across, the current was stronger and deeper than we'd

than frighten. My body was learning to work with the current.

anticipated. We held on to each other's packs, but neither of
us was stable enough to come back from a decent slip. The

This is what human animals can do. This how absolutely

water rushed around my waist. Each time I lifted my boot the

fantastic it feels to be one of them.

current tried to wrench it from under me and drag me
downstream. My legs and feet went numb- blood was

After forty minutes we trudged up onto the bank, elated.

withdrawing from their surface to protect my heart. I started

Being thrown a cursory reminder of our fragile mortality

to tremble. I was getting tired. More than that- I was getting

made me swell with appreciation for all the life I'd

scared. People drowned crossing safer rivers than this.

encountered in the last two days. Here we were, alive. Our
experience brushing against countless lives in countless

Fear is a paralysing feeling. I wanted to stay still, knowing

forms. I decided to leave my political agendas behind the

that each step risked a slip. We paused to take stock. We

next time I entered a forest. Sometimes, what's needed is to

could turn back, but that seemed just as treacherous as

just revel in the immense glory of its existence, and my own

going forward. None of our options felt safe, but the longer

existence within it.

we stayed trapped the more energy we lost to the current.
We’d underestimated the risk, but it was a bit late for that
kind of logic now. I took a deep breath and willed myself not
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For you, Emily.
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VI

Game Over
6

GAME OVER

Early in 2018, I received a txt. It was from Jojo.
“We've won! This morning Prime Minister Adern is expected to
announce a ban on new offshore oil and gas exploration.
Congratulations!”
Tears took me by surprise, flooding in with a tide. A tide safer
than it was yesterday. Joy? Relief? Triumph? Sadness? I
wasn’t sure. Jojo McVeagh, Steve Abel, me, and countless
others spent years pushing for this news. The time and the
stress and the tears had been worth it. We’d done it. We had
finished the game. One drop in the river running towards a
safer world. A world that means the world to us.

Steve still lives in Auckland, splitting his time between working
for Greenpeace, his son Quinn, and his music. Jojo recently
brought Charlie into the world and is teaching him sign
language, so he can talk before he can talk. She has recently
returned to co-ordinating Greenpeace volunteers part time,
but is dedicated to spending more time in the garden and
making cheese toasties with Charlie and the ducks.
As for me, I have come to the end of this project. I am
wondering what game to play next.
It has been a pleasure to share these words, and this magical
accident of an earth, with you.
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